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ed to 
-odd 
them. Youth Minister Robertson 

Relocates Students
w.id by 

good- !..

take
m.

ed us During the course of the 
interview the new Minister pro- 

The arrival in Fredericton mised to “certainiy help them 
of newly elected Minister of re-locate.”
Youth, Mrs. Brenda Robertson 
(Albert County), precipitated 
the re-location of four students found temporary accomodation I 
who, until this week, resided at which is suitable; the other

two have been offered various * 
Mrs. Robertson said in an places to stay by Mrs. Robert- I 

interview that she was inter- son. I
ested in renting only the whole
house from its owner, Dr. St. to find suitable accomodations

-
by Edison Stewart

p. À- 
tgling 
ire in 
e felt 
i. The 
is and 
n the 
g and 
eople, 
st did

And she has.
Two of the students have * k

#•221 Edinburgh Street. ^,4

The Minister has promised

for the former after Christmas. 
The girls knew towards the

Pierrepulled 
occu- 
Lilse I 
yd to 
I ex- 

/anted 
y said 
ianity. 
end.”

Dr St. Pierre is leaving soon
for France on 1 year sabbatical, end of October that he would 
Dr. St Pierre had explained to be leaving^said Dr. St Pierre, 
her that “he was going to rent At press-time, several places $ 
his whole home”. had been -found for the pre-

TTie students had occupied sently dissatisfied girls to stay, 
the basement before this week- but they had contacted neither 
end. * «the Minister nor anyone else in 

her department.
After Christmas, she said 

that she invented-to make sure

1
f

n.
icking 
: been 
te. He 
ut the

that all were satisfied. Some of 
the girls had said they didn’t 

I have time for- house-hunting 
■ now.
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.
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MISS PEGGY KINGHORN,ENGINEERING QUEEN 1970j

by David A Jonah tSPECIAL SPICFR EDITORIAL
town, 

o pro- 
el and 
ve saw 
eet. It 
re was

A persons public image when representing a corporation is an important asset. So important that the ..g:-.:; 
value attached to a creditable and respected image can hardly be measured. :$:§:•
Often the corporation executive or one who have close physical relationships with clients of the cor- ÿ:-:-:-: 

Up poration is involved'in an incident which results in personal embarassment or noteriety.
Although the individual in legal terms is free of any guilt as far as the legal definition goes, he pos- $8# 

by Edna Barker sesses a responsibility to be free of any shadow of guilt. ÿxgj
A number of second year i-i-ÿj; |n moral terms the circumstances surrounding an incident may be perfectly innocent but the image ggg 

students, with the blind sup- rgjg whjch reforms in the minds of clients of the corporation individual involved in the incident may dam- 8&
p°rt of a few flr.1 yea, MU. :|| company in the end. Ü
toncon “t a Ld boycTat ill Protests, denials and assurances to the contrary by the company that they have investigated the in- |||
Lady Dunn Hall and Tibbits SSSS cident does little to d,spell the mistrust felt by the public of the mdmdual.

No matter how brillant the career or valuable the service, public opinion - although often wrong and 
main cumplaint of the 'ïgZ misdirected - does not act charitably and the individual is forced to resign and the company forced to 

girls was that at McConnell accept
Hall second servings are al- ' . business and the result is certainly not justice or a sense of fair play. Regardless the above Vgg
lowed while they were not at 8;&; __ w,ii#o ft:-:*::
Lady Dunn Hall and Tibbits. ||| h s reported a similar apparently innocent incident, waited reply, denial or explanation or :|g;
„ nr. bo^^hr^riaiiced.'Se,bellied for a agnation and stil, await an officia, public #

halls telling students to eat at ® reply from either theAdmimstrationor the Accomodations Office. . .. nprpssarv
McConnell Hall. The Food * Critics in the Administration have termed our call for resignatior. too hasty' a^ardly nec«MrY. ^
Representatives at those resi- ^ and hinted that legally we were out of line. A top-level Administration g g-:g:
dences talked to the students, ;$:•£ afternoon to assess the publication of the offending editorial. in anu i-i-x*
asking them in future to take Their decision was that Mrs. Ruth Spicer, in her position was not guilty of conflict interest many :*:>.*
their complaints through the »lega| or moral sense of the word."
the proper channels, (i.e. them- .gg:;: However, no official announcement or

A meeting was held to deal H just who the Accomodations Officer is working for.

rVe^Wi Z brought a lot of driv^energy and determ^onjo image i
has since been relieved of his A Her relationship with students has been cordial with respect won from zeal to help, out g
duties); the Dean of Women has taken a major blow which may hamper her further usefulness. , tuicssShsks e
3!£S: 1 TFSrSHSSs— ■take their compléta to the m For this reason, the paper acted to' p otectstudent interest. nepu u Mr& s icer her. M
food representatives or the sug- jpg further private citizens to open their homes to students wm Be qE» ^ have assured |

pollution: l| “’werecwnmerdthatMnt Spleen carefully explain her position seriously in a letter, remembering that
e special «port |

» « « theracllZo the students ^general. It no proteit is launched once her explanation ,s madelthen hope 
P98- jHH fully condifence will once again be felt by students in her tenure.

Mrs. Robertson, Minister of 
Youth and Welfare.

Food Boycott

Hall.»>
The

explanation was forthcoming and students remain unsure of |||
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É,where it’s atclassifieds wb m
TEM AN
OfWTT/
ABoar R< 
ANTICS 
DOT UFI 
IN THB1 
TlETH CE 
TU^.'aI 
HEAR IT

TUESDAY, 
DECEMBER I

A feeding silver charm bracelet 
M found please eai 4766243, 
for Yvette.

FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 27

Lost: A ‘Topo Glgo' Key Chain. 
Desperately need the keys. If found 
please call or teturn to Elizabeth 
Wiggins, Room 360, LDH, Phone 
475-0131.

FOR SALE

For Sale: 1966 M.G. Midget, 
soft top, wire wheels and winter 
tires, radio. Excellent condition. 
$660.00. Phone 476-7073. or it can 
be seen at 608 Brunswick Street.

Karate Club 7:00 pm SubC.U.S.O. 1:00 p.m. Sub
LOST Leet: smell pink 

with whits
Lost: Turquoise blue Lady Box- Contains smell 

ton wallet containing $10, student 
ID, and other cards. Desperately in value. Will finder pi test return to 
need of prescription also contained.
If found pleese call 454-2250. Re- hi library. R ewe id wMI be offered, 
ward offered for return.

Law School "legal aid" 
7:00 P" ^

Basketball UNB at St. 
• Thomas 7:30 p.m.

£mOH 9it of
various ob|eets of sentimental

{3-For Sale: Kodak Brownie Twin 
20 Camera and Flash, $16.00. Phone 
475-6411.

Hockey UNB at Mt A. Pre-Medical Club 7:30 pm 
7:30 p.m. Sub

I.V.C.F. 8:00 p.m. Sub Co-ed Club 7:30 pm SubFor Sale: Skis, boots and poles - 
$60.00. Movie Camera and Pro|ec- Lost: Beige umbrella with gold

.00. See Mrs. Stevens, Reel- h«~«e <Mede in '*■'*>• lf ,ound 
dance Office, Tibbits Hall. p,ewe cel1 <75-5289.

MISCELLANEOUStor STU Dance 9:00 p.m. Sub Student Wives 8:00 pm Sub

m
iCoP)

The fe 
moving tc 
How into 
gers, dese 
active peo 

Otto L 
power am 
recent pt 
stringent i 
posed in 
the govei 
ensuring 
cream of 

“Revol 
kept out 
are inten 
democrat!

MSXNSPïSfcVï •When & Where' 11:00 SubTyping - Thesis, Essays, Munu- Law School "legal aid" 
k. scripts, and general tyoing. Fast, ||:00 p.m. Sub 

accurate service by professional, ex
perienced typist. Reasonable rates.
Phone 464-4631 or further Informa
tion.

THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK CHORUS 

Yf wishes to extend a cordial invitation to the public 
<4 to, attend 'i

i (L Choral Concert l
at Memorial Hall, UNB .,rW

WEDNESDAY, 

DECEMBER 2
SATURDAY, 

NOVEMBER 28 Mass (STU) 6:30 pm SubMarried Students only: Adults 
Christmas Party, SUB Ballroom,
Thursday. December 4, 1970,9:00 _ .. _ _ _ - _ , _ _ _

K pm t oo am. Dress is Semi-forme). Gymnastics Meet 9:00 a.m. UNB Sports Car Club 7:30 
k Student Wive's Membership Card and 2:00 p.m. 
y at the door, please. No other admis- 
■ si on fee.

Sunday, December 6 at 3;30 p. m.

ViA»J»7klcuMtYm»vVt\Va nv r*
pm Sub

C.S.A. 7:30 pm SubBasketball UNB at Unity 
2:00 p.m.

History Club (Canada's 
History's Error) 7:30 pm 
Tilley 303

Monday, November 30, Organ
ization Meeting for student-pro
duced Television. Old Engineering Hockey UNB at Mt A 7:30 
Building, Room 134, 8:00 pm. p.m.

;P Basketball UNB at Aroo- 
stock-State 8:30 pmSr. Class Party 9:00 p.m.Eseeys typed: 

rotary 9 years in the bueineas, foot
in' the bid* while her el* man 
it eat In university. 25 cents e 
accuracy - pick-up and delivery ar- 

- 472-3293 after 6:30 p.m.

The r 
Toronto 
wick at 
calls for a 
whicn wt 
of peop] 
parliamei 
their hon

Sub

THURSDAY,
FRIENDS OF THE BOM- nFrpMRER 3
BERS BASH and or Grey DECtMBfcH d
Cup Post-Mortum 9:00 p.m.

Law School "legal aid" 11:00 
pm Sub

>, Mass 12:30 pm Sub 

Bazaar 4:30 pm Sub

- Karate Club 6:00 pm Sub

SubWanted: pictures of residence 
activities for the yearbooks. If 
we like them we will ask for the 
negatives. Please deposit under 
yearbook door in envelope ad
dressed to yearbook Photo Editor. 
Please put your name on the 
back of each.

Le Chateau
SUNDAY, 

NOVEMBER 29F rederic ton Mall 

10 per cent Discount t<• Student- Karate Club 2:00 pm Sub
Law School "legal aid" 7:00

SRC Meeting 7:00 pm Sub pm Sub

TC Dance 9:00 pm SubBahai Fire Side 8:00 pm 
Memorial Hall

CSA 9:30 pm Sub

-

a When & Where' 11:00 pm
Sub

A&VVf CHRISTMAS 
EXAMINATIONS

The tentative timetable 
for Christmas 1970 has now 
been posted on notice boards 
throughout the campus in
cluding the Old Arts Buil
ding, the Library, and the 

UNB Camera Club 7:00 pm SUB. It is hoped to issue
the final version on Dec. 3. 
please make sure that all 
conflicts are reported to 
the registrar's office before 
Dec. 2. Any student fin
ding that he or she has to 
write in more than three 

Student T.V. Meeting 8:00 successive periods should 
pm Old Eng. Bldg. infoem the registrar's office.

MONDAY) 

NOVEMBER 30

ÆW
Æ Tv

.v
T.C.-S.R.C. 4:30 pm Sub

m to T
V

i
v>: >. Sub

\%
V; Women's Liberation 7:30 

pm Sub1180 Smythe St. 
Fredericton

<3,

P1

&

Shopping Centre 
Oromocto, N.B.

The office hours are Mon
day to Friday, 10:00 AM 
to 4:46 PM.

Law School - TegalakT 

11:00 pm Sub

‘V ■

. I

f
■ r
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> DELL, You HAVE- to 
(NkAGIHE THE 36 UO
sloshing around. ANV- 
DAN, THE PLOT CON
CERNS TU>0 RIVAL 

PHlUDSOPHN CUa^Sj 
THE EWT META- 
PHHSIGSTS AND THE
subject we \deal- 

\stSj WHO HAVE
THAT'S SWORN A

lustV? Blood feud1

t B t

"OU TUE STUDENT 
LITE IS THE ure 

FOR AÆ- if 
BED BV FIVE 

P AND UP BY THREE! 
OUR UFB IS FREE-or

OUR clothes are 
UAStHUEM!"

IT‘5 CALLED 
“BEYOND THE 
STUDENT PRlhCF-’

IT OPENS IN THE 
UNION. EVERYONE 

IS SITTING AROUND 
EATING GREEN 

JELLO SINGING 
A LUSTV

Not soNG! WANNA pAÇREALLY. HEAR IT? ^

WE WRIT
TEN AN, 
OPERETTA 
ABOUT RO-
AIANTIC stu
dent LIFE 
IN THE TWEN
TIETH CEN
TUM. WANNA 
HEAR IT?

DO l HAVE 
TO IMAGINE 
THE JELLO 

SLOSHING
Around?Do You 

HAVE to
lghat7Not

Sub .TttU-
RLY.

f/l)fSzftw !»
) pm

Sub

m Sub
r 'liov’t Hits Draft Dodgers and Deserter?Sub

•cup;
The federal government is 

moving to crack down on the 
How into Canada of draft dod
gers, deserters and politically 
active people generally.

Otto Lang, minister of man-

postponed for up to a year. In which allows immigrants to get 
the meantime they can line up a foothoid in Canada even when

they don’t meet the necessary 

criteria.

The government would have dodgers and deserters from em- 
the last word in defining secur- igrating to Canada. Once th 
ity risks because the minister
of immigration would decide appeals will be limited and ap-
on appeals against negative re- plicants may have to go through faced with a dramatic change
.view board decisions. ... strict security clearance, the in status, grants the appeal. The rigid of appeal at the

The operation of such a number of "exiles’’ applying Under the new proposal, disposal of a person facing de
power and immigration, told a board is complicated, Sedgwick for landed immigrant status will the draft dodger or deserter portation is so far-reaching that
recent press conference that saySj “because those in charge likely decrease. The applicants wou|d not be able to make that it is years before the court of
stringent immigration rules pro- Qf security cannot in most cases could not afford the risk of long appeal. He could only go |a$, resort-the appeal board-
posed in a special report or reveai. publicly, their informa- beingturneddownand deported to a special inquiry officer who can order him out of the coun-
the government are aimed a tj0n or its source." back home where they would the report says should deal
ensuring that Canada gets the assume that the security face jail terms of a m.nimum h £ h quiddy. The per-
cream of the crop. board will sit in camera, he of five vears , . . ^ ... „ . .u,“Revolutionaries would be “and that it wi„ have y , J son would be swept out ot the a person did not meet the
kept out of the country if they the power to consider ev.dence °"ft dodfrs ?"d de.r fs , 1H . critcria whcn hc [,rst apP‘ed
are intending to subvert our that wouid not be evidence usually use their illegal stay The only recourse would be has a tendency to become en-
democratic process,” Lang said. under the strict mieS they ap- in Canada to accumulate the to apply for political asylum, trenched". He may have mar-

olv in Courts of Law and part- Points they re(luire *°[ admis' Sedgwick recommends that the ried started a family and got a
The report, compiled by that it would have the sion to Canada undcr thc P°mt person responsible for the fate job_ thus changing the whole

Toronto lawyer Joseph Sedg- t receive evidence by SyS,tf^lpv „rp ordered denorted of this person be the minister comp|exion of his case,
wick at government request * of ^ declmtk)n/. «re "de"dde^d 0f immigration,

calls for a security review board * because they do not at first granting of political
whicn would consider the cases The proposal would also al- meet the requirements, they - * ° nnlitira. . , . ,
of people engaged in low the government more ,pane can appeal the mling. And be- asylum ,s essentially a polmca procedure g„=, an unfan ad-
parliamentary opposition in to co-operate with United States cause the backlog of appeals is question which would be more vantage over someone who, tor
their homelands. officials in discouraging draft so heavy, their case may be sensibly received by tne minis- example, applies for landed

ter than by a quasi-judicial migrant status overseas,
body such as the appeal 

board," Sedgwick says.

! word spreads in the U.S. that for a job and be “entrenched.”
In most cases, the board.

i Sub

b 7:30

try via an “exclusion” order. 
Meanwhile, the report says,la's

0 pm

<roo-
m

Sedgwick objects that this

3

id" 11:00 un-

If turned down, this landed
applicant has the right to an 
investigation by a special in
quiry officer. But unlike a per- 

who enters Canada as a

Sweden is the only countryï
which recognizes desertion as 
grounds for political asylum, 
and there is reasonable doubt “tourist” and then applies for 
that Canada will follow Swed-

m Sub V son

CV
lid" 7:00 landed immigrant status, the 

overseas applicant has neither 
The other recommendations the right nor the opportunity 

in the report are measures that to go before the immigration 
would “sensibly reduce” the appeal board, 
legal recourse of those who 
pose as visitors to seek landed 
immigrant status whiie still in migration to Canada by per- 
C’anada. sons other than Canadian citi-

en’s course.
b

Sub
50 pm

Sedgwick insists that “im-

St
NS zens or those having a Can- 

Sedgwick suggests that ap- adjan domicile is a privilege 
plicants for landed immigrant determined by statute, regul- 
status in Canada be examined in atjGn or otherwise, and is not a 
the same way as if they applied matter of right.” 
abroad : Should theirapplication 
be rejected they would have 
the right to an inquiry by a de
partmental special inquiry of- ^eir reasons for coming 
ficer. There would no longer be

imetable 
has now 
tice boards 
mpus in
erts Buil- 
and the 
to issue 

in Dec. 3. 
that all 

rted to 
ce before 
ient fin
ie has to 
an three 
s should 
ir's office.

Extra Wide Flare 

Patch Pockets 

Button Fly 

Oliver Style

Visitors entering Canada, 
“who are less than truthful as

here,” should not have any 
special rights, he says.right to appeal to the inde

pendent immigration appeal Ung decUned com.
board, except by leave ot the ment on when the report would 
board, and such leave should be 
given only in special circum-

a

become law, it is known thatNOW AT & the government would like to 
see it implemented as soon as 
possible to rid themselves of

stances.

At the heart of the current 
“breakdown,” says Sedgwick, the opposition criticism of Lib
ia a liberal immigration policy eral immigration policies.

HIGH GEAR R-CAQE
546 KING ST.

rsare Mon- 
3:00 AM
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TOO MANY LITTLE MINDS mAAThere is something perverse about student members want them to hear about what goes on. 
organizations holding closed meetings. For sev- The small, time petty parochialism rampent 
era! years students beat their collective heads withjn the STU executive and its President 
against the Gibraltar Rock of the administrations not be allowed to go unreported
mind to keep things quiet, closed and without heard within a meeting that determines the 
the participation of students. future of a campus cooperative radio station.

Such actions are indeed perverse.
If the commission is to meet behind closed 

doors for what they consider are good 
then there is nothing that can be done except 
distain such action.

An

Sir:
1

or un- nec< 
la tic
fusa

Years later all that changed and going to the 
Senate meeting is less trouble than attending 
the Playhouse - you get your tickets, smile for 
the guard and you’re in.

Not so it seems for the student commission

esta
shot; crip

reasons -lo

i RoaA. CKmsulÂs
Unimeeting currently on the future operation of 

Radio UNB. Politely termed “in camera meet
ings” the members meet regularly to prepare a member that since they are not going to receive 
report to be delivered December 5, on what the feedback from students that press reporting 
changes need to be made to the staggering would bring, then they must insure that 
radio stations terms of reference for campus pus opinion is heard on the issue of Radio UNB. 
service.

But the commission members had better re- -cc>// pairL
-vaZ\ doll\cam-
-m
basnThis commission must hold well advertised -M0The commission is in itself a good idea for thapublic forums for student opinion to be heard, 

the future of close circuit radio station reaching „ is their responsibility to seek out this opinion, 
only 2500 of the 5500 students on this campus.
It certainly needs the discussion and the recom
mendations to be made by the commission.

However, this does in no small way justify 
the closing of these meetings to the campus 
press. For Hooterville student politicans to do 
such a thing while carrying on the legacy of 
pressing for open Board of Governors meeting 
approaches the insane.

ni gin
-u;

DIf STU students really want out of the 
station’s coverage it should be determined why 
and possibly be remied Unless, as we suspect, 
the exclusion of Radio UNB from the STU 
campus is just a petty move by STU campus 
super patriots to prevent the publication of 
further UNB culture on their campus.

-tl

■its winning that counts regardless of the costs

EEEDBACKFEEDBACSTU student politicans should be reminded 
W .rse yet these collective investigators are that they have a duty to lead the people of the 

discussing the future of an organization which campus not to react to imagined evils of illusion 
has drawn heav ily on the funds of students in that one member of the Tri-campus body is at

tempting to dominate or takeover another min
ority portion.

BUSINESS SOCIETY BLOWS IT

WITH BEER BASH IN VILLAGE
years past to reach its current level of 
technocracy.

super

In rough figures, nearly 5100.000 of students These are the thoughts of little minds much 
money is being discussed behind closed doors too concerned with their own importance to 
with students ■earning only what commission serve the students in their best interest.

Dear Sir: %

On the night of Nov. 2nd Week activities Naturally, if 
during the Busines: Week they are abused, then our act- 
Smoker, two flags and two ivities in the future, could suf- 
pennants were stolen from the fer as a result of these acts such 
walls of the Silverwood Lions as stealing pennants etc. We 
Club Hall. To this day, these would not want this situation
articles have not been returned, to happen.....

In order to get the hall this

Hard Nosed Sports Attitude Harmful ? *We were intrigued with the letter to the ed- We live in a competitive society, one that 
itor last week referring to the apparent practices places winning over all, regardless of the cost, 
used by, what the letter writer thought
crass sportsmanship in instructing potential trvme forms for it dehumanizes, 
basketball stars in the rudirtientsof discouraging 
putsuit while going tor the jump shot. The in- sport creates the type of society that breeds in
structor it appeared thought foul play was fair divkiuals little concerned for their fellow man.

This is a society that we do not want to see

We disagree with this philosophy’s more ex- The Society is not interested 
year, for the Business Week jn who took the flags, only 
activities, the Bus Society has that they are returned to their 
to put up $100 as a damage de- rightful owners They can be 
posit Although there was little ieft at the Bus Admin office or 
damage done, the flags and pen- given to one if the executive 
nants had great sentimental Qf the Bus Society. However 
value to the people of Silver- retumed, we must have them 
wood. “These people are con- back! ! think about it... Was 
cemed to the point where fur- jt WOrth the effort of taking 
there action will be taken unless

was,

Extreme competitiveness in society or in

play.

Distrubed by what he thought he was seeing, encouraged, 
the ci)server wrote us to express his dismay at The avoidance tactics taught by the coach 
the approach used by the coach in a manner remind us too much of the advice given to 
drenched with ill-concealed sarcasm. small boys in pee-wee hockey or other physical

The letter writer seems was wrong, according sports by over-zealous parents caught up in the 
to the coach involved in the non-incident, he race to win at any cost, 
was only showing the “boys what not to do" 
when approached by an opposing team who the corners so you can make the team and remember 
coach assumed would be using the "punchy you have no friends out there just the foe, the 
tactics" against them.

We are pleased that the letter writer, realizing orginating from parents and friends., 
his mistaken identity in regards to sports 
training corrected the situation.

Yet something is still wrong, at least to our struct ion whether it be what not to do or how 
nind. Sports we feel builds character as well as to avoid these tactics is not what we want on 
brawn and for this reason we support it wliolf- this campus or any other, 
neartcdlv but there is an element which is

them, at the expense of others? 
For our sake, we hope not... 

George Brammer 
Pres Bus Admin Soc.

the flags and pennants are re
turned.” We realize that stu
dents like to take these for 
souvenirs of good times but in 
this case they presently repre
sent a greater value to their 
owners. As some bills 
still to be paid from the Bus. 
Week activities, the Society 
needs the $100 and will not

“Hit 'em hard son, fight tough in the

adversary. Play to win" a quote too often
Re: Judo Classes Anyone?

areWe realize full well that our sports knowledge 
is limited but this violence orientated sports in-

It would appear that an apology 
is in order.

On Monday evening, 1 re
ceived a telephone call from 

Every year, the Society re- \tr Washburn, Director of 
lies on places such as the Silver- Sports Activities at STU. He 
wood Hall to hold the Business informed me that it had been

get it back until the flags and 
pennants are returned. _

Competition for competition's sake is a poor 
means to an end.Rangerons. Competition. '

he that I had seen in the Gym 
last Monday evening conduct
ing a practice with the STU 
basketball team.

Moreover, he stated that 1 
had misconstrued the situation, 
and had 1 arrived a couple of 
minutes earlier, I would have 
heard certain remarks with 
which he prefaced the demon
stration lobserved, which would

i pi iok i\ uni i P.iv id Jonah

M \\ \(il\t. I PI IOK 
\P\ I K I ISIXt; M\\ \C,I K5

lYioi folium
(..n\ Constantine 

(ivulon \\ ilk-11 

It.iib Bov il

PRO PI CHON M\N v;i R 

BUSINESS MAN MilR 
SI CRI I \R'i

l.inda Ikaton 
(iarv Constantine 

lo-Anne Drummond
1 U Ol I X PI SKA

have put the thing in its proper 
prospective. He said that he 
had been demonstrating to his 
players what he did not want 
to see done on the basketball 
floor.

I PI I OKS new > I dison Stew.iii 
P.iv id XndeiM'n 
John 1 homson 
I ail Kudnikolt 
Gordon Join ini

One hundred and fourth year of publi
cation. Canada's Oldest Official Student 
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If such be the case, 1 wish
Sum 1 his \v evk to extend my apologies to all 

those who feel they have been 
slighted in any way. shape or 
form.

Philip Wvman 
Howard Dyer 
Karen Mimeault 
Bill Robertson 
John Colli 
Pépita Ferrari 
Dale Hinchey

Anne Olafson 
Jim Simons 
Cheryl Palmer 
Rick Fisher 
Gordon Willett 
Alan Church 
T ■ J McMullen 
Gail Hoar

Liz Smith 
Gaston Damicourt 
Gordon Jomini 
Debbi McPherson 
Debbie Pound 
Judy Jones 
Bill Anderson

Peter Forbes 
Randy Nason 
Laurie Stevens 
Bev Gallagher 
Ken De Freitas 
Pam Price

C.M. Macmillan
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An analysis of the Spicer house by one who tried to rent it.

ideal for parties, etc.
—the linoleum floor in the liv
ing room adds charm and grace 
-two bedrooms (one has no 
window in it)

Despite these appalling con
ditions, I and another law stu
dent attempted to rent the 
house about a month ago, due 
to the lack of alternate living 
places in Fredericton. (This 
shortage may be because the 
Accomodations Office is sleep
ing on the job- or busy with 
their side interests.) We were 
taken on a tour of the hut by 
a man from Central Trust (Mrs. 
Spicer later confided to me that 
this was to prevent anyone 
from finding out that she owned 
the house- especially students 
who were refused solely on the

she informed me that there 
were two reasons for her rule— 
the manner in which students 
treat their accomodations and 
the fact that she felt the two 
of us couldn't afford this $150 
rent (the latter being damned 
accurate). I trust these facts 
will give students insight into 
the accomodations situation at 
UNB and may explain why we 
don’t have proper places to live 
There is only one choice open 
to Mrs. Spicer- she obviously 
doesn’t trust students and is ac
ting as a hidderance on students 
rather than aiding them as she 
is paid to do. If she doesn’t 
have the decency to quit then 
I feel that it is up to the Ad
ministration to relieve her of 
her duties.

David O’Brien

basis that they were students.)
After this tour the salesman 

informed us that unless Mrs. 
Spicer dropped the restriction 
on students he wouldn’t be able 
to rent it to us. If she agreed 
then he would gladly rent it 
to us (he works on a percen- 
tage-of-the-rent basis and it has 
been vacant for several months). 
It is only reasonable that the 
owner should decide who rents 
a house and not her agent, 
despite what Mrs. Spicer said 
to the BRUNSWICKAN.That 
was an untrue statement which 
only adds to her long list of 
infractions; not renting to stu
dents is one thing, lying to 
them is another!

I went to see her at her of
fice to try and reason with her

Sir;
There are several facts which 

need to be brought out in re
lation to Mrs. Spicer and her re
fusal to rent her now famous 
estate to students. Perhaps we 
should begin wiht a brief des
cription of the house.
-located at 700 King’s College 
Road about 100 yards from the 
University gates.
—constructed of concrete block 
painted on the exterior 
-valued between 6 and 7,000 
dollars .
-mortage payments on a 20 yr. 
basis would be $75.00 
-Mrs. Spicer wants $150.00 - 
that’s a 100 percent profit mar-
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-the mud basement floor is Law 1
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Ph.D’s Can’t Find Jobs Says U of T sti
th<
fulof Canada, called, “PHDs piled 

high and deep.”
The Science Council’s study 

was first published in the Oct
ober 23 issue of the Bruns- 
wickan.

The study of job prospects 
for graduates with doctoral de
grees found that only 105 of the 
190 PhD gradjates of U of T 
this year found work. Also less 
than half of the 158 PhDs look
ing for university employment 
found positions.

The report urges “immedi
ate restrictions” in Canadian 
immigration policies on for-

TORONTO (CUP) - Highly 
trained university graduates 
can’t find jobs and their em
ployment prospects will pro
bably get worse, according to a 
report written and researched 
by Marjaleena Repo, a former 
employee of the University of 
Toronto Graduate Students’ 
Union who Tuesday (Nov. 17) 
released the report.

The study is a combination 
of findings from the U of T 
survey and other national stu
dies, including an unpublished 
study by the Science Council

eigners in professions where 
there is “abundant Canadian 
manpower.”

It also calls for prohibition 
of further expansion of grad
uate schools but warns that a 
drastic cutback in graduate en
rolment by itself isn’t the solu
tion.

are going into PhD programs, to find jobs in the U.S., the 
and many PhDs are taking post- report adds, because recent 
doctoral fellowships, because changes in U.S. immigration 
they can’t find jobs. This situa- laws restrict emigration of Cau
tion will get worse when grad- adians and the U.S. also has a 
uates of the “mass enrollment surplus of PhDs, 
years” of the late ‘60s start 
competing for jobs in 1971 and this surplus of recent PhDs, as 
1972 with the already existing older and more experienced 
backlog of PhDs, according to university teachers and scien- 
the report.

The report says the Science across the Canadian border and 
Council of Canada tentatively compete quite successfully for 
estimates the cost of producing scarce Canadian jobs,” the re

port charges.
It cites federal statistics that 

the Canadian government let 
over 500 chemists in the count- 
try in both 1968 and 1969 and 
over 2,000 “professors and 
principals” each year over the 
same time. This while Canadian 
chemists were finding it “next 
to impossible to obtain em- 
ploymnet...” and “hundreds of 
Canadian PhDs are being turned 
down in their attempts to fine 
academic positions.”

The report claims students 
have “an enormous informa
tion gap” about job prospects 
and can’t realistically evaluate 
their prospects.

“At the University of Tor-, 
onto alone, which has a grad
uate student enrollment of over 
6,000 and which produces close 
to one fifth of all the PhDs in

cai
ch
ad

an

“The incredible thing is that

“As long as the economy re- 
mainsforeign-domina ted no real 
solution is possible, only short
term measures to temporarily 
avoid explosive situations,” the 
report says.

Many students with MAs

lists from the U.S., move freely

one PhD at $144,000.
Canadian PhDs aren’t likely

Fine Art to Include Murals, Paintings
by Liz Smith

A policy to allocate one per 
cent of new building cost or 
the cost uf substantial reno
vation to old buildings, for 
the purchase of fine art 
acquittions v as passed by the 
Senate on November 10 and 
will be recommended to the 
Board of Governors at ils next 
sitting early in 1971.

Another recommendation,
r ■ 1 ■. ' sin non

tect; the director of the art about one hundred items, ache set aside annually for fine 
art acquisitions, was also pas
sed by the Senate.

I hcse “line art acquisitions” 
would include murals, sculp
tures, tapestries, paintings, 
fountains, draperies and special 
lighting installations, which arc 
conceived and executed by pro
fessional artists.

They would be chosen by a 
committee including the archi-

cenlrc. Bruno Bobak ; and the qui red largely by private dona- 
art historian. Stewart Smith. lions. This hangs in the gal- 

UNB lags behind other uni- leries when there is no visiting 
vcrsitics in building an art col- collection, chiefly during the 
lection, spending less than $2," summer months.
000 a year with no allowances 
for decorative art in new build- The UNB campus is almost 

barren of art work. “Man of 
Progress”, an outdoor sculp
ture of concrete and glass by 
Claude Roussell, stands near 
the Old Arts Building. The 
mural in the foyer of the gym 
is by Millar Brittain. A Bobak 
portrait of Katherine MacLag-

ings.
Apart from gifts, the pur

chase of art objects is financed 
through the Lucy Jarvis Arts 
Acquisition Fund. The Creative 
Arts Committee spends the 
balance of its budget at the 
end of the year on fine art.

Many universities across Can
ada are establishing policies of 
devoting 1 per cent of capital 
expenditures for new buildings 
and renovations to the puchase 
of art.

Walter tiaker, chairman of 
the fine arts committee says 
that in the rormation of this 
policy, “It is hoped that even 
the weariest student and fac
ulty member will be aroused 
and refreshed by the visual 
challenge, stimulation and plea
sure provided in the works of 
fine art commissioned and pur
chased by funds set aside for 
the Fine Arts Acquisition 
Funds.

The Fine Arts Committee 
also hopes that an increased 
interest in art will develop a- 
mong the student body, and an 
awareness of the need for a 
new art centre might arise.

Memorial Hall, the present 
location of the fine arts centre, 
docs not have sufficient space 
or any faculities for storage and 
packing. It is also not fire-proof, away making the task of the 
and therefore does not meet _______________________________

*
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© Women’s the country, no information 
glan hangs in the entrance of was available to students en- 
Katherine MacLagglan Hall. rolled in graduate programs as 

to the supply-demand aspects 
The Creative Arts Commit- Gf their disciplines ,” the re- 

tee thinks that the university p0rt charges, 
must stimulate the senses of

Lib
The U of T survey found 

sight and sound as well as the women had “great difficulties” 
development of the mind. Stu- in finding jobs and “married 
dents should also be encouraged 
to become aware of their cul-

The Womens' Liberation movement is growing. 
Women are starting to realize how important it is to 
them in the future.

women had the greatest dif
ficulties of them all.”

The sample survey, the re
objectives can be attempted by port says, was representative 
more fine art objects placed of about 1,300 PhDs graduated 
throughout thé campus.

t
tural tradition. Both of these

Alot of women, however, are confused about its 
aims and uncertain about its issues. This confusion is 
due to the médias' repeated failure to report anything 
positive about the movement. They've often tried to 
depict us as either frustrated lesbians or totally pro
miscuous women who hate children. In their efforts 
to degrade the movement and portray it as a bunch 
of uncoordinated, frivolous females trying hard to be 
men, they have caused many to look upon Women's 
Liberation as little less than a joke.

this year in Canada.

Chess Exhibition
A poor turnout of nine stu

dents were soundly thrashed 
by eight games to seven by 
Steve Eagles and Kevin Cough
lin in the simultaneous Chess 
exhibition held in the S.T.U.D.

maestro’s much simplier.
To give the student body 

a chance to recover some hon
our a further chess exhibition 
will be held in the New Year. 
In the meantime all students 
are very welcome to come along 
to the Chess Club any Tuesday 
night at 7:00 p.m.

Kevin F. Coughlin

10,000 women and men marching, down Fifth 
Avenue, New York, on Women's Liberation Day 
isn't funny.

center on Monday night at 
7:30 p.m. by the Chess Club. 
The majority of the students 
considered chess pieces unim
portant and freely gave themWhen the women marched into the House of Par

liament, the media informed the public of a group of 
women shackling their wrists to the railing of the gal 
lery in protest of abortion law. They didn't say why 
the women went to such measure; they didn't quote 
their statement delivered to the House. It was much 
more sensational to deal with them as just silly women 
who upset Parliament for a few hours instead of stating 
their rational

'jkthe standards set by insurance 
companies for many of the well- 
known collections to be 
brought here.

The woodlot behind the Har
riet Irving Library is reserved 
for a new arts centre, but with 
pressing faculty demands for 
more space, the building fund 
has not yet allowed for this 
building.

The projections for a new 
art centre include a three part 
building with a section each 
for visual arts, music and drama. 
The building might be designed 
by a more imaginative archi
tect. rather than the familiar 
red-brick Lawson and Lawson 
designs.

Zda'4. Place
vf

\ >v>TF 1 Place in downtown 
Fredericton where smart 
Women shop for the latest 

In fashions -

s
Women's Liberation is serious. The three main is

sues of our movement are:
1. free abortion on demand
2. free 24-hour day care center
3. equal educational and job opportunities All the latest styles 

minis, midis, & maxis
Anyone can stop by our literature table in the 

SUB on Thursdays and ask questions. Any women 
who are wondering about it, please come to the 
meeting and find out the truth. The meetings are every 
Monday night at 7:30 in the Sub, Room 103.

We’re half the population and we're strong!

66 York St 
Fredericton, N.B. 
Ph. 476-3826 /, \NThe Creative Arts Centre 

has a permanent collection of n
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Certificate Not Enough at Ryerson York & QwarkRyerson Polytechnical In- (Nov. 12) during Ryerson’s 
stitute graduates must go to 
the United States to obtain 
full credit for their studies be
cause they still have second asketj 
class status in the eyes of Can- authority, 
adian universities.

This long standing griev
ance surfaced Thursday night

years at Ryerson with just one 
of their own, in contrast to 
the policy of some reputable 
American universities.

presentation to the Commit 
sion on Post-secondary Edu
cation. The Ryerson brief 

for degree-granting
e U.S., the 
mse recent 
immigration 
tion of Can- 
l. also has a

Gary Constant*na
York sat on his lumpy toadstool contemplating the 

future of some of the things he had been told about 
and was slowly realizing that it all didn't matter be
cause in a few days the toadstool.would rot and he 
would fall off and that would be the end of it. As all 
these complex thoughts passed through his none to 
complex brain he realized that Qwark was once again 
picking his nose and trying to form modern art out of 
it. That really bothered York because Qwark always 
left it on his toadstool to dry or put it in his pocket to 
take home. Either way it was messy to handle and 
anyways York didn't care much for Qwark's art.

"York? "
"What? "
"I can't get my finger out of my nose."
"Oh, for Christs sake. How many times have I told 

you not to put your f inger in past the second knuckle
"Well it just slid 4n and before I knew it I couldn't 

get it out."
"HELP".
"Shut up before I break your neck.
York, please help me get this thing out of my nose. 

I'm going to sneeze."
God no, the last time you sneezed with your fin

ger in your nose it took me two days to dig your fin
gernail out of my ear! "

A hhhhhhhhhh-hh-hhh-h-h-h-h-h ! !!!!!!

York moved his little square buns as fast as he 
could but it wasn't fast (enough —

AAAAACHHHOOOOOOOOOOOOl MM ! ! ! ! !

Soft pieces of rotting toadstool flew through the 
air and several pieces struck York in the face forcing 
its way up his nose.

¥

Ryerson President Donald 
Mordell said that some Cana-

The Ryerson graduate see
king more education than 
Ryerson can now provide is 
now forced to go either to the 
US. for one year or spend 
two or three years at a Cana
dian university at the tax
payer’s expense “to get that 
piece of paper which seems to 
be thought so valuable,” he 
said.
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When NDP deputy leader 
Walter Pitman said the Ryer
son proposals would just pro
duce another “piece of paper,” 
he was applauded by Mordell 
and his delegation.

in I
LEATHER & SUEDE 

and waterproof / I
“Get rid of the BA and the 

MA and instead show a po
tential employer a transcript 
of what the student has learned 
and done on his own,” Pitman 
urged.

COLORS: Black, Brown, 
Tan, Beige, Wine, Grey, 

Rust and Patents
ms students 
us informa- 
>b prospects 
illy evaluate 12.99 to 24.95 .

Mordell said he accepted 
the need for a “piece of pap
er” only as a given condition 
of the present system and said 
the public is very uncritical of 
what a degree means.

The classis university still 
uperates on a model formed 
for a minority of privileged 
people but it is not what peo-' 
pie want now, Mordell said.
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"Qwark, you stupid ". He was stopped short by 
Qwark who had landed on him. "Qwark you stupid, 
diddling ass, I told you not to sneeze."At the moment, the Ryer

son brief said, the cost to the 
taxpayer of a Ryersori di
ploma is about half that of a 
university degree in engine
ering, business and some of 
the applied arts.

This can be accounted for 
in part because Ryerson in
structors are required to spend 
almost twice as much time in 
the classroom as their “pub- 
lish-or-perish” counterparts in 
universities.

irvey found 
difficulties” 
id “married 
$reatest dif-

Silver,Gold, Black, 
and Peau de Sois

I couldn't help it morgled Qwark. I tried to pull it 
free at the last minute but it just wouldn't come." 
York tried to blow his. nose. "I can't get this toad
stool out and it feels awful stuck way up there in my 
nose, and, MY GOD, I'VE GOT ANOTHER FINGER
NAIL IN MY EAR! ! ! ! ! .

Qwark was up and running, his stubby little legs 
beating the turf for all he was worth. "I'm sorry he 
screamed as he ran through the mushrooms.

*0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000I.”
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"Qwark you stupid diddle, if I ever catch you 
near another one of my toadstools I'm gonna tear all 
your fingers off and and, and, and, I HATE YOU, 
YOU STUPID LITTLE DIDDLE! !!!!!!!!!!! 
York was still fuming and trying to get the toadstool 
out of his nose and the fingernail out of his ear as he 
climbed up on a new toadstool.

Hours&Hours Of Fabulous Sounds

MARATHON
ighlin "Something has got to be done. Something has 

got to be done. I can't take this any longer. I spend 
days looking for a suitable place to sit and meditate 
and Qwark always destroys it in one way or another".

"That fingernail in my ear is killing me".

York sat on his toadstool picking his nose and try
ing for all he was worth to get the rotten toadstool 
out of his nose when it happened. He got his index 
finger past the second knuckle "Oh no/' he moaned, 
"this can't happen to me. York pulled and tugged, 
moaned and groaned and then he fletit.. the biggest 
sneeze he had ever felt in his life building up inside 
his pear shaped head. Qwark! ! , H-E-L-PI lilt!

Beginning Noon Friday

WITH 
RADIO 
UNB’S 
SHAGGYDOG
peter downie

A

X/

1
Join us next week for more adventures of Qwark 

and York, when we meet the Arkans on the island of 
FOOOOOOTOOOO.

i
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The "Prop In Bucket " Campaign
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ECOCopyright 1969 Ramparts Magazine. Reprinted, by 
special ai rangements with the editors, from the 
September 1969 issue of Ramparts. CATIRC

In the following scenario, Dr. Paul Ehrlich pre
dicts what our world will be like in ten years if the 
present course of environmental destruction is al
lowed tocontinue. Dr. Ehrlich is a prominent ecolo
gist, a professor of biology at Stanford University 
and author of The Population Bomb (Bal’intine).

the ultimate catastrophe. Seventeen huge Soviet- 
financed Thanodrin plants were operating in under
developed countries by 1978. They had been part of 
a massive Russian “aid offensive" designed to fill 
the gap caused by the collapse of America’s bally- 
hooded "Green Revolution”.

It became apparent in the early ’70s that the 
“Green Revolution” was more talk than substance. 
Distribution of “miracle” high-yield grain seeds had 
caused temporary local spurts in agricultural pro
duction. Simultaneously, excellent weather had pro
duced harvest records. The combination permitted 
bureaucrats, especially in the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture and the Agency foi Interna
tional Development (AID), to reverse their previous 
pessimism and indulge in an out burst of optimistic 
propaganda about staving off famine. They raved a- 
bout the approaching transformation of agriculture 
in the underdeveloped countries (UDGs). The reason 
for the propaganda reversal was never made clear. 
Most historians agree that a combination of utter 
ignorance ot ecology, a desire to just past errors 
and pressure from agro-industry (which was eager to 
sell pesticides, fertilizers and farm machinery to the 
UDCs and agencies helping the UDCs) was behind 
the campaign Whatever the motivation, the results 
were
pertise to see through the “Green Revolution” dri
vel. relaxed. The population- food crisis was "sol
ved”.

The end of the ocean camapidly
Elogist hat

I
iiiii

-tx x
&The end of the ocean came late in the summer of 

1979, and it came even more rapidly than the 
biologists had expected. There had been signs for 
more than a decade, commencing with discovery 
in 1968 that DDT slows down photosynthesis in 
marine plant life. It was announced in a short paper in 
the technical journal, Science.but to ecologists, it 
smacked of doomsday. They knew that all life in the 
sea depends on photosynthesis, the chemical process 
by which green plants bind the sun’s energy and 
make it available to living things. And they knew 
that DDT and similar chlorinated hydrocarbons- 
had polluted the entire surface of the earth, in
cluding the sea.
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But that was only the first of many signs. There 
had been the final gasp of the whaling industry in 
1973. and the end of the Peruvian anchovy fishery in 
1975. Indeed, a score of other fisheries had dis
appeared quietly from over-exploitation various 
eco-catastrophes by 1977. The term “ecocatas
trophe was coined by a California ecologist in 
1969 to describe the most spectacular of man’s at
tacks on the systems which sustain his life. Me 
drew his inspiration from the Santa Barbara offshore 
oil disaster of that year, and from the news which 
spread among naturalists that virtually all of the 
golden state s seashore bird life was doomed be
cause of chlorinated hydrocarbon interference with 
its reproduction. Eco-catastrophes in the sea became 
increasingly common in the early 1979$. Mysterious 
“blooms' of previously rare micro-organisms began 
to appear in offshore waters. Red Iklcs-killcr out
breaks of a minute single celled plant-returned to 
the Florida gulf coast and were sometimes ac
companied by tides of other exotic hues.

It was clear by 1975 that the entire ecology of 
changing. A few types of 

phytoplankton were becoming resistant to chlorina 
ed hydrocarbons and were gaining the upper hand. 
Changes in the phytoplankton community led 
inevitably to changes in the community of zoo
plankton. These changes were passed on up the 
chain of life in the ocean to the herring, plaice, cod 
and tuna. As the diversity of life in the 
diminished, its stability also decreased. Other chan
ges had taken place by 1975. Most Kean fishes had 
become extinct only resulted in suicide. Many fishes 
and shellfishes that bred in restricted areas along the 
coasts followed them as onshore pollutuin escalated.

By 1977, the annual yield of fish from the sea 
was down to 30 million metric tons, less than 
half of the per capita catch of a decade earlier. This 
helped malnutrition to escalate sharply in a world 
where an estimated 50 million people per year were 
dying of starvation. The United Nations tried to get 
all chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides banned on a 
world-wide basis, but the move was defeated by the 
United States. The opposition was generated pri
marily by the american petrochemical industry, 
operating hand in glove with its subsidiary, the 
United States Department of Agriculture. Together 
they persuaded the government to oppose the U.N. 
move - which was not difficult since most Americans 
believed that Russia and China were more in need of 
fish products that was the United States. The United 
Nations also attempted to get fishing nations to a- 
dopt strict and enforced catch limits to preserve 
dwindling stocks. This move was blocked by Russia, 
who, with the most modern electronic equipment, 
was in the best position to glean what was left in the 
sea. It was, curiously, on the very day in 1977 when 
the Soviet Union announced its refusal that an
other ominous article appeared in Science. It an
nounced that incident solar radiation had been so 
reduced by world-wide air pollution that serious ef
fects on the world’s vegetation could be expected.

Apparently it was a combination of ecosystem 
destabilization, sunlight reduction, and a rapid 
escalation in chlorinated hydrocarbon pollution 
from massive. Thanodrin applications which triggered

dear. Many concerned people, lacking the ex- ‘ • -1
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But reality was not long showing itself. Local 
famine persisted in northern India even after good 
weather brought an end to the ghastly-Bihar famine 
ot the mid-'60s East Pakistan was next, followed by 
a resurgence of general famine in northern India 
Other foci of famine rapidly developed in Indonesia, 
the Phillipines, Malawi, the Congo, Egypt, Col
ombia. Ecuador, Honduras, the Dominican Republic, 
and Mexico.

Everywhere hard realities destroyed the illusion 
of the Green Revolution. Yields dropped as the 
progressive farmers who had first accepted the new 
seeds found that their higher yields brought lower 
prices - effective demand-(hungcr plus cash) was not 
sufficient in poor countries to keep prices up. Less 
progressive farmers, observing this, refused to make 
the extra effort required to cultivate the “miracle” 
grains. Transport systems proved inadequate to bring 
the necessary fertilizer to the fields where the new 
and extremely fertilizer-sensitive grains were being 
grown. The same systems were also inadequate to 

produce to markets. Fertilizer plants were not 
built fast enough and most of the underdeveloped 
countries could not scrape together funds to purchase

%
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rivers caused a great shortage of caviar by 1970 
standard joke among Russian scientists at that ti 
was that they had created an artificial caviar wh 
was indistinguishable from the real thing — except 
taste. At any rate the Soviet Union, obsetv 
withintercst the progressive deterioration of relath 
between the UDCs and the United States, came 
with a solution. It had recently developed whai 
claimed was the ideal insecticide, a highly let 
chlorinated hydro carbon complexed with a spti 
agent for penetrating the external skeletal armour 
insects. Announcing that the new pesticide, call 
Thanodrin, would truly produce a Green Revolut* 
the Soviets entered into negotiations with vark 
UDCs for the construction of massive Thanod 
factories. The USSR would bear all the costs; all 
wanted in return were certain trade and milie 
concessions.

It is interesting now, with the perspective 
years, to examine in some detail the reason why I 
UDCs welcomed the Thanodrin plan with such op 
arms. Government officials in these countries ignoi 
the protests of their own scientists that Thanod 
would not solve the problems which plagued the 
The governments now knew that the basic cause 
their problems was overpopulation, and that thi 
problems* had been exacerbated by the dullnt 
daydreaming and cupidity endemic to 
governments. They knew that only populad 
control and limited development aimed primarily 
agriculture could have spared them the horrors ti 
now faced. They knew it, but they were not about 
admit How much easier it was simply to accuse(■*ater supplies, a 
Americans of failing to give them proper aid; ht*V in many pi 
much simpler to accept the Russian panacea. Uh Water rati

And then there was the general worseninrlNiries in the si 
relations between the United States and the UD*ldcmic dysentci 
Many things had contributed to this. The situation»11970-1974. 
America in the first half of the 1970s deserves
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It became apparent that the

"Green Revolution"one

was more talk than substance
_y

supplies, even on concessional terms. Finally, the 
inevitable happened, and pests began to reduce yields 
in even the most carefully cultivated fields. Among 
the first were the famous “miracle rats" which 
invaded Philippine “miracle rice" fields early in 1969. 
They were quickly followed by many insects and 
viruses, thriving on the relatively pest-susceptible 
grains, encouraged by the vast and dense plantings, 
and rapidly acquiring resistance ot the chemicals used 
atoinst them. As chaos spread until even 
obtuse agriculturalists and economists realized that 
the Green revolution had turned brown, the Russians 
stepped in.

In retrospect it seems incredible that the 
Russians, with the American mistakes known to 
them, could launch an even more incompetent 
programme of aid to the underdeveloped world. 
Indeed, in the early 1970s there were cynics in the 
United States who claimed that outdoing the 
stupidity of American foreign aid would be physically 
impossible. Those critics were, however, obviously 
unaware that the Russians had been abusily 
destroying their own environment for many years. 
The virtual disappearance of sturgeon from Russian

new

^”The so-called green revolutijld agriculti 
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MIROPHE A SCENARIO• .

Air pollution continued to be the most obvious 
manifestation of environmental deterioration. It was, 
by 1972, quite literally in the eyes of all Americans. 
The year 1973 saw not only the New York and Los 
Angeles smog disasters, but also the publication of the 
Surgeon General’s massive report on air pollution and 
health. The public had been partially prepared for the 
worst by the publicity given to the U.N. pollution 
conference held in 1972. Death in the late ’60s caused 
by smog were well known to scientists, but the public 
had ignored them because they mostly involved the 
early demise of the old and sick rather than people 
dropping dead on the freeways. But suddenly our 
citizens were faced with nearly 200,000 corpses and 
massive documentation that they could be the next to 
die from respiratory disease. They were not ready for 
that scale of disaster. After all, the U.N. conference 
had not predicted that accumulated air pollution 
would make the planet uninhabitable until almost 
1990. The population was terrorized as T.V. screens 
became tilled with scenes of horror from the disaster 
areas. Especially vivid was N.B.C.’s coverage of 
hundreds of unattended people choking out their 
lives outside of New York’s hospitals. Terms like 
nitrogen oxide, acute bronchitis and cardiac 
began to have real meaning for most Americans.

by then caused gross changes in the climatic patterns. 
The news, of course, played hell with commodity and 
stock markets. Food prices skyrocketed as savings 
were poured into hoarded canned goods. Official 
assurances that food would remain ample fell on deaf 
ears, and even the government showed signs of 
nervousness when California migrant field workers 
went out on strike again in protest against the 
continued use of pesticides by growers. The strike 
burgeoned into farm burning riots. The workers, 
calling themselves “The Walking Dead”, demanded 
immediate compensation for their shortened lives, 
and crash research programmes to attempt to 
lengthen them.

It was in the same speech in which President 
Edward Kennedy, after much delay, finally declared a 
national emergency and called out the National 
Guard to harvest California’s crops, that the first 
mention of population control was made. Kennedy 
pointed out that the United States would no longer be 
able to offer any food aid to other nations and 
likely to suffer food shortages herself. He suggested 
that, in view of the manifest failure of the Green 
Revolution, the only hope of the UDCs lay in 
population control. His statement, you will recall, 
created an uproar in the underdeveloped countries. 
Newspaper editorials accused the United States of 
wishing to prevent small countries from becoming 
large nations and thus threatening American 
hegemony. Politicians asserted that President 
Kcnnedy'was a “creature of the giant drug combine” 
that wished to shove its pills down every woman’s 
throat.
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The ultimate horror was the announcement that 

chlorinated hydrocarbons were now a major 
constituent of air pollution in all American cities. 
Autopsies of smog disaster victims revealed an average 
chlorinated hydrocarbon load in fatty tissue 
equivalent to 26 parts per million of D.D.T.. In 
October, 1973, the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare announced studies which showed 
unequivocally that increasing death rates from 
hypertension, cirrhosis of the liver, liver cancer and a 
series of other diseases had resulted from the 
chlorinated hydrocarbon load. They announced that 
Americans born since 1946 (when SD.D.T. usage 
began) now had a life expectancy of 49 years and 
predicted that if current patterns continued, this 
expectance would reach 42 years by 1980, when it 
might level out. Plunging insurance stocks triggered a 
stock market panic. The president of VelsicoS Inc., a 
major pesticide producer, went on television to 
“publicly eat a teaspoonful of D.D.T.” (it was really 
powdered milk) and announce that H.E.W. had been 
infiltrated by Communists. Other giants of the 
petrochemical industry, attempting to dispute the 
indisputable evidence, launched a massive

»

Among Americans, religious opposition to 
population control was very slight. Industry in 
general also backed the idea. Increasing poverty in the 
UDCs was both destroying markets and threatening 
supplies of raw materials. The seriousness of the 
material situation had been brought home during the 
Congressional Hard Resources hearings in 1971. The 
exposure of the ignorance of the cornucopian 
economists had been quite a spectacle — a spectacle 
brought into virtually every American’s home in 
living colour. Few would forget the distinguished 
geologist from the University of California who 
suggested that economists be legally required to learn 
at least the most elementary facts of geology. Fewer 
still would forget that a distinguished Harvard 
economist added that they might be required to learn 
some economics, too. The overall message was clear: 
America's resource situation was bad and bound to 
get worse. The hearings that led to a bill requiring the 
Departments of State, Interior and Commerce to set
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campaign oq, Congress to force H.E.W. to "get out of 
agriculture’s business”. They were aided by the 
agro-chemical journals, which had decades of 
experience in misleading the public about the dangers 
and benefits of pesticides. But by now the public 
realized that it has been duped'. The Nobel Prize for 
medicine and physiology was given to Ors. J.L. 
Radomski and W.B. Deichmann, who in the late 
1960s had pioneered in the documentation of the 
longterm lethal effects of chlorinated hydrocarbons. 
A Presidential Commission with unimpeachable 
credentials directly accused the agro-chemical 
complex of “condemning many millions of

up a joint resource procurment council with the 
express purpose of “insuring that proper 
consideration of American resource needs be an 
integral part of American foreign policy.”

Suddenly the United States discovered that it 
had a national consensus: population control was the 
only possible salvation of the underdeveloped world. 
But that same concensus led to heated debate How 
could the UDCs be persuaded 'o limit their 
populations, and should not the United States lead 
the way by limiting its own? Members of the 
intellectual community wanted America to set an 
example. They pointed out that the United States was 
in the midst of a new baby boom: her birth rate, well 
over twenty per 1 000 per year and her growth rate of 
over one percent per annum were among the very 
highest of the developed countries. They detailed the 
deterioration of the American physical and psychic 
environments, the growing health ducats, the 
impending food shortages, and the insufficiency of 
funds for desperately needed public works. They 
contended that the nation was clearly unable or 
unwilling to properly care for the people it already 
had. What possible reason could there be, they 
querried, for adding any more? Besides, who would 
listen to the requests of the United States for 
population control when that nation did not control 
her own profligate reproduction?

Those who opposed population controls for the 
U.S. were equally vociferous. The military-industrial 
complex, with its all-too-human mixture of ignorance 
and avarice, still saw strength and prosperity in 
numbers. Baby food magnates, already worried by 
the growing nitrate pollution of their products, saw 
their market disappearing. Steel manufacturers saw a 
decrease in aggregate demand and slippage for that 
holy of holies, the Gross National ifroduct. And 
military men saw, in the growing 
population-food-environment crisis, a serious threat 
to their carefully nurtured Cold War. In the end, of 
course, economic arguments held sway, and the 
“inalienable right of every American couple to 
determine the size of its family”, a freedom invented 
for the occasion in the early ’70s, was not 
compromised.

The population control bill, which was passed 
by Congress early in 1974, was quite a document, 
nevertheless. On the domestic front, it authorized 
an increase from 100 to 150 million dollars in funds 
for “family planning” activities. This was made 
possible by a general feeling in the country that the 
growing army on welfare needed family planning. 
But the gist of the bill was a scries of measures 
designed to impress the need for population control 
on the UDCs. All American aid to countries with 
overpopulation problems was required by law in 
part of population control assistance. In order to 
receive an assistance, each nation was required not

continued on page 10
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about

dangers of pesticides.

Americans to an early death”. The year 1973 was the 
year in which Americans finally came to understand 
the direct threat to their existence posed by 
environmental deterioration.

And 1973 was also the year in which most 
people finally comprehended the indirect threat. 
Even the President of Union Oil Company and several 
other industrialists publicly stated their concern over 
!he reduction of bird populations which had resulted 
from pollution from D.D. T. and other chlorinated 
hydrocarbons. Insect populations boomed because 
they were resistant to most pesticides and had been 
freed, by the incompetent use of these pesticides, 
from most of their natural enemies. Rodents swarmed 
over crops, multiplying rapidly in the absence of 
predatory birds. The effect of pests on the wheat crop 
was especially disastrous in the summer of 1973, since 
that was also the year of the great drought. Mort of us 
can remember the chock which greeted the 
announcement by atmospheric physicists that the 
shift of the jet stream which had caused the drought 
was prob^viy permanent. It signalled the birth of the 
Midwestern desert. Man’s air polluting activities had
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wdy to accept the population coi.i.ol aid, but abo 
to match it according to a complex formula.
Overpopulation” itself was defined on a formula 

based on U.N. statistics, and the UDCs were 
required not only to accept aid but also to show 
progress in reducing birth rates. Every five years the 
status of the aid programme for each nation was to 
be re-evaluated.

The reaction to the announcement of this 
programme dwarfed the response to President 
Kennedy’s speech. A coalition of UDCs attempted 
to get the u.N. General Assembly to condemn the 
United States as a “genetic agressor”. Most 
damaging of all to the American cause was the 
famous "25 Indians and a dog” speech by Mr. 
Shankarnarayan, Indian Ambassador to the U.N. 
Shankarnarayan pointed out that for several decades 
the United States, with less than six percent of the 
people of the world had consumed roughly fifty per 
cent of the raw materials used every year. He 
Ascribed vividly America’s contribution to

Rio and Calcutta led to hundreds of thousands o' 
gallons of Thanodrin 
directly into the sea.
ir ^lr\.S!ian^amarayan again row to address the 
U.N. but this time it was Mr. Potemkin, repre
sentative of the Soviet Union, who was on the 
hot seat. Mr. Potemkin heard his nation described as 
the greatest mass killer of all time as 
Shankarnarayan predicted at least 30 million deaths 
from crop failure due 
Thànodrin. Russia

lethal effects on human beings has started to 
accumulate, and recently Robert Finch, Secretary 
of the Department of Health, Education and Wei- 
fare expressed his extreme apprehension about 
the pesticide situation. Simultaneously the 
petrochemical industry continues its unconscionable 
poison peddling. For instance, Shell Chemical has 
been carrying on a high-pressure campaign to sell 
the insecticide Azodrin to farmers as a killer of 

to overdependence on cotton pests. They continue their programme even
Sion” anH ,h. r was fcc.used of “chemical agres- though they know that Azodrin is not only inef-
reply bv Potemkin na^H Assctmb,y> after 8 weak fective- but often increases the pest density. They’ve

it wL in r; ofc!rure-, covered themscive* ■*»* * « Æ
It was in January, 1979, that huge blooms of a states, “Even if an overpowerina mieratinn iwi

STTSSr 0f diat°m wcrc reP°rted develops, the flexibility of AzodriJ lets^you regain

off the coast of Peru. The blooms were ac- control fast. Just increase the *______ • ■
theoatheti b»a "?a^ive of 863 ljfe and of label recommendations.” It’s a great game - get Deo-°

once t ;°appiy *poison and kÆ ^ sc

the Indian Ocean, centering around the Seychelles, Right now fleherie, bStg wiped out by

over-exploitation made easy by modem electronic 
equipment. The companies producing the equipment 
know this. They even boast in advertising that only 
their equipment will keep fishermen in business un- 

;,v; “ til the final kill. Profits must obviously be maxi-
' ^ mized in the short run. Indeed, Western society is m

* LA* ™c Process of completing the rape and murder of 
tiie Planet for economic gain. And, sadly, most of 
the rest of the world is eager for the opportunity to 
emulate our behaviour. But the underdeveloped 
peoples will be denied that opportunity - the days 
of plunder are drawing inexorably to a close.

Most of the people who are goind to die in the 
, ■. ; greatest catavysm in the history of rqan have 

' already been born. More than three and one half 
billion people already populate our moribund globe, 
and about half of them are hungry. Some 10 to 20 
million will starve to death this year. Inspite of this, 
the population of the earth will increase by 70 
lowered the death rate of the human population, 
while in general birth rates have remained high. With 
the input side of the population in high gear and the 
output side slowed down, our fragile planet has 
filled with people at an incredible rate. It took 
several million years for the population to teach a 
total of 2 billion people in 1930, while a second 2 
billion will have been added by 1975! By that time 
some experts feel that food shortages will Have 
escalated to the present level of world hunger and 
starvation into famines of unbelievable proportions. 
Other experts, more optimistic, think the ultimate 
food-population collision will not occur until the 
decade of the 1980s. Of course more massive famine 
may be avoided if other events cause a prior rise in 
the human death rate.
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worldwide environmental deterioration, and he 
scathingly denounced the miserly record of the 
United States in foreign aid as “unworthy of a 
lourth-rate power, let alone the most powerful 
nation on earth.”

• was c'l*max of his speech, however, 
which most historians claim once and for all
destroyed the image of the United States. _____
Shankarnarayan informed the assembly that the jSjflÈ 
average American family dog was fed more animal 
protein per week than the average Indian got in a 
month. “How do you justify taking fish from 
protein-starved Peruvians and feeding them to your 
animals?” he asked. “I contend" he concluded “that 
the birth of an American baby is a greater disaster 
tor the world than that of 25 Indian babies.” When 
the iq>plause had died away, Mr. Sorensen, the 
American representative, made a speech which said 
essentially that “other countries look after their 
own self-interest, too.” When the vote came, the 
United States was condemned.

t his condemnation set the tone of U.S. - uuc 
relations at the time the Russian Thanodrin 
proposal was made. The proposal seemed to offer 
the masses in the UDCs an opportunity to save, 
themselves and humiliate the United States at the 
same time; and in human affairs, as we all know 
biological realities could never interfere with such 
an opportunity. The scientists were silenced, the 
politicians said yes, the Thanodrin seemed to offei 
exceHent control of many pests. True, there was a 
rash of human fatalities from improper use of the 
lethal chemical, but, as Russian technical advisors 
were prone to note, these were more than 
compensated for by increased yields. Thanodrin use 
skyrocked throughout the underdeveloped world, 
rhe Mtkoyan design group designed a dependable, 
cheap agricultural aircraft which the Soviets 
donated to the effort in large numbers. MIG 
sprayers became even more common in the UDCs 
than MIG interceptors.

Then the troubles began. Insect strains with 
cuticles resistant to Thanodrin penetration began to 
appear. And as streams, rivers, fish cultures ponds 
and onshore waters became rich in Thanodrin, 
fisheries began to disappear. Bird populations 
decimated. The sequence of events was standard for 
broadcast use o a synthetic pesticide: great success 
at first, followed by removal of natural enemies and 
development of resistance by the pest. Populations 
of crop eating insects in areas treated with 
liianodnn made steady comebacks and soon 
became more abundant than ever. Yields plunged 
while farmers in their desperation increased the 
Inanodrin dose and shortened the time between 
treatments. Death from Thanodrin poisonin 
became common. The first violent incident occurred 
in the Canete galley of Peru, where farmer, had 
sunered a similar chlorinated hydrocarbon disaster 
m the mid- 50s. A Russian advisor serving as an 
agricultural pilot was assaulted and tilled by a mob 
of enraged farmers in January, 1978. Trouble spread 
rapidly during 1978, especially after word got ou* 
that two years earlier Russia herself had banned the 
uje of Thanodrin at home because of its serious 
effects on ecological systems. Suddenly Russia, zzd 

“«United States, was the noire in the 
rl>Ct thanodrin Parties” became epidemic, with 
tamers, in their ignorance, dumping carloads of 
Thanodrin concentrate into the sea, Russian ad- 
won flew, and four of the Thanodrin plants were 
kwled to the ground, Destruction of the plants in
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and thermonuclear war

more probable as population
.ind then a third hi the south Atlantic off the 
coast African. Both of these were accompanied by 
spectacular die-offs of marine animals. Even more 
ominous were reports of fish and bird kills at 
oceanic points where there were no spectacular 
blooms. Biologists were soon able to explain the 
phenomena: the diatom had evolved an enzyme 
which broke down Thanodrin; that enzyme also 
produced a breakdown product which interferred Both worldwide plague and thermonuclear war 
with the transmission of nerve impulses, and was are made more probable as population growth
therefore lethal to animals. Unfortunately, the continues. These, along with famine, make up the
biologists coril suggest no way of repressing the trio of potential “death-rate solutions” to the
poisonous diatom bloom in time. By September, population problem - solutions in which birth
1979, all important animal life in the sea was rate-death rate imbalance is redressed by a rise in
extinct. Large areas of coastline had to be the death rate rather than by a lowering of the birth
evacuated, as windrows of dead fish crêated a ratc- Make no mistake about it, the imbalance will 
monumental stench. be redressed. The shape of the population growth

But stench was the least of man’s problems. curve is one familiar to the biologists. It is the
Japan and China were faced with almost instant outbreak part of an outbreak-crash sequence. A
starvation from the total loss of the seafood on population grows rapidly in the presence of
which they were so dependent. Both blamed Russia abundant resources, finally runs out of food or
for their situation and demanded immediate mass some other necessity and crashes to a low level or
shipments of food. Russia had none to send. On extinction. Man is not only running out of food, he
October 13, Chinese armies attacked Russia on a is also destroying the life support systems of’the
broad front. ,__ , Spaceship Earth. The Situation was recently

A pretty grim scenario. Unfortunately, we m a marized very mccinctly: “It is the top of the ninth 
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on the Move“If more people would lis- jjj 
ten to 12 tone music instead of |ij 
Led Zeppelin or Blood, Sweat x 

vention, Igor Stravinsky, Archie and Tears, they’d realize that V 
On Radio UNB, there is at Shepp, Lord Buckley, the In- music is only beginning to be :i: 

least one program which could crec*thl^trinE Band, Cecil Tay- explored.” if:
be considered such an alterna- MËÊÊbk He doesn’t consider himself £

a disc jockey. “I can’t bring § 
myself to sound like an an- £ 
nouncer. 1 just like to talk to $ 
the audience as I would to any- x 
one else; its like rapping to :jj: 
your friends and trying to get % 
them interested in your fav- £ 
ourite music.”

Each of the programs is £ 
carefully planned. Dave often :£ 
spends hours editing tapes to £ 
achieve a desired effect. S

“I often wonder whether 
anyone is listening to the pro- j:j: 
gram. But 1 don’t worry about 
it. 1 enjoy doing it because it >•: 
gives me a chance to hear my £ 
favourite records on a big sound x 
system. If anyone else is lis- £ 
tening, 1 hope they like the S 
music.”

“All 1 want to do is to help £ 
get these people the recognition £

by,„ , Anti-unionistsy -arrV Lament gives them the opportunity to >Y
At present, UNB non-fac- Earlier this week some of at least hear these-artists. I’d £ 

ulty personnel, CURE local the librarians met with Brig- hke to turn Radio UNB into a :£ 
1326, embodies over eighty per adier Knight, UNB personnel fast and bulbous station, if g 
cent of the maintenance staff director, and began to circulate possible.” 
at UNB. This includes janit- a petition in the library stating ——
ors, buildings and grounds staff, that the undersigned were on- mmm^m------------------------
tradesmen, stationary engine- posed to a union. It is not £
ers, truck and equipment oper- known whether or not the peti- formed what is known in labor I 
ators, and security police. tion received any success. How- circles as a “managers’ Union” S

Riding on their success in ever, it is apparent that UNB Apparently some of these tech- £
the maintenance area of the is guilty of contravening the nicians fear that under a strong &
university, the local is now Unfair Labour Practices Act union, they would be reclass- £
actively organizing the remain- which implicitly prevents man- ified of declassified according £
der of the non-faculty staff, age ment from involvement in to their real qualifications £
namely the librarians, tech- counter-organizing activity of Therefore, to safeguard their $
nicians, clerical staff, secret- any union. It is not known yet status, some of the technicians &
aries, and telephone operators, whether the union will press feel that it would be wiser to
However it seems that a small legal action against the Brig- form their own union albeit a I
group of “anti-unionists” are adier and the university. weak one that would be con- X
doing all they can to crush the Also, so me of the technicians trolled by the supervisors and x
efforts of CURE. got together last week and UNB and not the rank and file I

Contrary to popular belief. Among these artists, David 
there is an alternative to Top lists, Frank Zappa, Captain 
40 jukebox music available *o Beefheart, the Mothers of In- 
UNB students.

i

Operation Nackawic, nearing the end 
of its first week, is gaining support and 
momentum daily, both on campus and 
off. Reports of the odor of the St. Anne 
Nackawic mill are pouring in from 
ious points including Fredericton, Sil
ver wood, Marysville, Crabbe Mountain, 
and even Woodstock.

The project was undertaken by the 
Biology Club mainly as a survey of the ex
tent of public concern about the odor. 
Since the opening of the mill, there have 
been many scattered reports of people 
being bothered by the offensive smell, 
but until now, no co-ordinated effort 
has been undertaken to establish just 
how widespread the complaints are.

George Long, Co-ordinator of the pro
ject, stated that this is not necessarily a 
campaign against St. Anne Nackawic, 
but rather a survey of the extent of pub
lic feeling. The response of the public to 
Operation Nackawic will decide whether 
or not further action on the matter is 
warranted. Richard Tarn, President of the 
Fredericton Chapter of the Conservation 
Council of New Brunswick has confirmed 
that this organization endorses the pro
ject and will be pleased to receive the 
Biology Club and act on them.

The Biology Club has received some 
critical comments on their choice of 
project. Some students have expressed 
the view that a project on campus should 
have been tackled first, i.e. the smoke
stack. However, in respect to the smoke
stacks on the heating plant, certain 
bersof the teaching staff on campus have 
made a statement of concern about the 
stacks and have proposed specific recom
mendations to the administration to cor
rect this ridiculous situation. The results 
of this brief and Ihe subsequent action 
by the administration will be mar pub
lic in the Brunswickan in the near uture.

Apart from the plain annoyance caused 
by the odor, a major area of concern is 
the Kings Landing, the restoration of an 
old settlement up river from Fredericton, 
which has the potential of becoming a 
major tourist attraction for New Bruns
wick. Also, what about the Wildlife 
Park above the Mactaquac Dam? .... How 
many miles would you drive to smell a 
pulp mill? Are these areas sufficiently 
affected by the mill to warrant investi
gating the situation?

Questions like these will hopefully be 
answered by the end of Operation Nack 
awic, which is slated to run for one 
month, or longer if necessary. Mean
while, lets keep those reports rolling in. 
Posters have been supplied on bulletin 
boards in most of the buildings on cam
pus and at the Co-op. A professional 
answering service has also been employed 
to receive reports daily from 5 to 8 pm. 
Call 454-4374 every time you notice 
things getting smelly - simply give your 
name, where you smelled 'it', when, and 
how strong it was. Remember, a maxi
mum number of reports is needed for 
the project to be effective.

live.
“This is a Recording” is ■ 

heard every Sunday, from two 
to four p.m. The creator and 
host of the show is David pi 
Dawes.

“What I do on the program 1 
is play some of my favourite J 
records in the hope that peo- -J 
pie will get into them,” he said *1 
There is so much unmitigated 
shit being sold and hyped as f 
good music, and so many gen
uine artists being ignored.
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The tentative timetable for Christmas 1970 
has now been posted on notice boards through 
out the campus including the Old Arts Building , I 
the Library .and the SUB. It is hoped to issue the 
final version on Dec mber 3rd. Please make sure 1 
that all confBcts are reported to the Registrar'» ■ 
office before December 2nd. Any strident finding | 
that he or she has to write in more than three 
consecutive periods should inform the Registrars ' I 
office. - U

•X Further information on the project 
may be obtained by writing Biology 
Club, c/o Janice Cassidy, Dept, of Bi
ology, U.N.8.

•.•>:-x-:-:.v.x.x-;.xWxX;xx.;.ÿx-:-:X;X;;;;v.v:;.xv.--w;:;vxv;xxvx;xv.sss?;ss£

The Registrar's office hours are Monday to Friday 1 
10:00 a.m., to 4:46 p.m.

I» . . Wi
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A Strategy For 1V
(by Mary Trew, member of Vancouver Women’s Liberation 
Alliance and the Young Socialists).

The past decade has been one of world-wide struggle 
for liberation; It has been the most Intense period of social 
convulsion In this century. Peoples and nations around the 
world are uniting In revolutionary ferment against the op
pressive nature of capitalism. In the last ten years, we have 
seen a youth movement grow from small-scale rebellions 
against a number of rotten institution Into a powerful 
revolt of youth on a global scale.

As each oppressed group In turn discovered the nature 
of its oppression under capitalism and imperialism, so women 
aave discovered that they too thirst for free and fully human 
Mvee, for self-determination and an end to their oppression 
as women. They are uniting to demand more of the rights 
and human dignity that they have been denied since the dawn 
of class society. The inability of capitalism to meet the de
mands and needs of women is becoming ever more apparent 
to the women’s liberation movement; and this movement 
has enormous potential as a powerful lever to be used ag
ainst a society which oppresses not just women but the entire 
manan race. The question which socialists must answer is 
tins: how do we help this movement to fulfil its potential? 
What is the best strategy for the liberation of women?

EMERGENCE OF THE WOMEN’S LIBERATION MOVEMENT

childcare and housework. Medical science is now capable freelv available Wrtii «.m __
of giving women control over their bodies to a dosree i#it -l-” ïïf® con*n?1 bitoiuiition and 
never before possible in human hlstoiyTlSfore andh££ ?f fUU&^iÏÏÏ^nd'hdl d0uble=wasr:rr:rrrtween the potential for the liberation of women and the act- ,yStem^2ÎLAs ***
uality of their oppression. Women continue to be defined Smmôn^nîf1 01
almost solely through their roles as wife and mother, ami SI
childcare and housework remain almost totiily tito reatin ^ °%ntaioa-
of “woman’s world’’. Women lon L £ o»
by the profit-hungry drug monopolies and are denied the fnr... m, ,?*® POtodtlsl. of the movement as a revolud
right to choose when and whether they will bear a child, ment îtotormlM'fatSS^11® ^ W8y torward tor 
University degrees and professional training lead women to ’determlne a «trategy. 
low-paying Jobs and to constant confrontations with sexual PROGRAM 
discrimination. More and more women are coming to un
derstand their profound social economic and psychological The ibmMii linrm „K,„. ».______
oppression and the narrow, restricted future whlch Ues te- which th<LW<?meni Uber*tioo
fore them In this society. It Is no accident that the women’s toï*UhtoLs foS^^ÏÏLS:
liberation movement began among students, professional r»,i IT Put forward spe«fc
and more materially pririleged women; they ire fa. the best ££a£fd,IMiÏÏfcl0<tt POfitto",to »ense the appalling discrepancies between their SSSfo JÜ»Stt>?stoSe for^S?*” *** 
potential and actual situations and they are the freest to .*^wiU8Te^rward* ,
act against these injustices. movement t^*e^urê^and ** Programmatic basis

1. Women must have complete control of their h 
Freely available birth control information and di

The women’s liberation movement has the potential to B"*™*#***
reach out to all women, to draw them Into ah anti-capitalist delnand! * ^ 00 abortioa ~ bee abort
struggle and towards the socialist solution. The movement 2. Special measures to ensure that women h»
c!mar^.^wh?^nd w! /ree*!^^^derlel to *** worklns: P1®*® accees to educational facilities. Abotittan?

"!?P*n who "• torforthe most oppressed In our so- and an income for students. Universal coeducation, a 
ciety. They are the hardest hit by wage discrimination encouragement in analytical fields writ* muni, vj 

. , , “®*“ a **>1 cheap labour; are tiJegreSret hErtorT-Tu S
aspects of victims of the oppressive abortion laws and of the lack of of sex discrimination in the schools. *“

3. Women must be freed from their traditional n 
sibUity for the child. The government «braid provide 
24-hour child care centres which would permit won 
seek employment outside the home. A state wage tor 
who choose to be homemakers.

4. Complete equality for women at work, 
oyal work. Paid maternity leave. Préférera 
admission to certain types of educational pn

compensate for women’s secondary status and pay 
conditioning.

This programatic basis of the Women’s Liberal 
moot speaks to the real needs of women in <w« « 
throughout the world, and it is around these dea 
the movement will develop In an anti-capitalist
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POTENTIAL OF THE MOVEMENT

The roots of the women’s liberation movement lie in 
the Inherent contradictions of capitalism. The possibility 
now exists for women to have greater freedom than ever 
before and yet they remain In shackles. A shorter part of 
a woman’s life span is devoted to her traditional role as 
chlldbearer and childrearer, and the material means exist 
to liberate women from all the most onerous
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AMAZINGLY5 4 iV WARM
H SOFT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE WOMEN’S LIBERATION 

MOVEMENTSB

DETAILS 
...FUN AT ANY PARTY37 -23”-36".THIS AD 

EXPLOITS 
WOMEN

In this early stage of its development the movemuS 
fere from a certain degree of Inexperience an] 
leadership. Some women approach their oppression Inal 
personal and unpolitical way; they develop etiatadi 
psychological readjustment and anti-men attitudes, or 
restrict their activities to small consciousness n 
groups or communes. Some take the ”revolutionary PS 
approach, excluding any women w*o have not reacted 
they consider “revolutionary consciousness.” These mil 
strategies and blind-alley developments are for tbe mod 
symptoms of growing pains within this young mord

In Canada at present, only a very small number of a 
have been mobilized in the Independent women’s Ubea 
groups. Although the groups do exist In all the majores 
and in many smaller centres across the country, tin 
still largely In the process of defining themselves,! 
programs and their strategies. By and large they hani 
unsuccessful In orienting themselves toward working I 
women and newly radicalizing women In such a w*fi 
draw three forces solidly Into the groups 00 a com 
basis. Their still-small size stands in contrast to ti 
ormous potential of the movement. Although it is tn 
the vast majority of Canadian women do not yet seel 
la capitalism which oppresses them, In ever-lncn 
numbers they are becoming aware that they are denied « 
rights, and they are ready to fight for them. Individual in 
tion and anguish are turning into rebellious ««wer a 
desire for action.

Our task as revolutionaries then Is to put M 
demands which will mobilize these women and aim the so 
in a revolutionary direction; in abort, to set women la « 
against their enemy, the capitalist system. We must! 
bring this movement to full consciousness of Itself 1 
power, and lead it to victory.

WHAT KIND OF MOVEMENT?

1 fififl»iïi7TTrs~n 11*" 1 ~

P X: playful

strong, durable vinyl that feels soft I we-re popular I — — mi
and smooth like the lovely girl from 
whose body she was fashioned. IN
FLATABLE — just add air and she’s 
ready for real action.

"Hi, I'm Judy, the life size inflatable Lon
don doll that no man should be without.
I’m completely Life-Like in every detail. My 
young body is formed from warm, soft,
Flesh-Like vinyl, that has human-like soft
ness and feel; a body you'll love to touch.
ADD AIR. and instantly I’m ready for ac
tion — your perfect PLAY MATE.'
My soft, life-like body is flexible and bend
able. Let me be your loving companion. I'll 
live with you when you're at home — sit 
beside you as we travel in your car — 
even be your swimming buddy (I float). I 
know you will love playing with me. Send 
for me today and my many talents and 
personal attractions will be all yours to 
enjoy. I'm 5'4" tall and measure 37 23 36 "

COMPLETE PACKAGE . . . For the ultimate enjoy- 
\ ment of your London Doll order Judy complete 

with all her interesting accessories, including 
BIKINI, Peek a boo NEGLIGEE, WIG in blonde 
brunette, or black, etc.
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The most Important basic characteristic of thee» 
women’» liberation movement, which gives tt such 1 
women’s liberation movement, which givre it such « 
ttonary Implications, Is its independence. The mow 
Is related to and interconnected with, other stne 

70utiî robalUon, the student power movement, 
I and Chicane liberation, the struggle against the war Is

□ SEND JUDY ® China, trade union struggles --but tthas fas own dji
□ SEND SUSAN (Negro Doll) | demands, its own organizational forma. Its fate

"2 ,or *10 ^ ,rl,t 1 b* 10°* SHSlF"
i-V f 1 1 enclose 9 95 + 95 postage for my DELUXE DOLL. ■ that they are unwilllngto subordinate tiwir

n ph,HC«SmL^,5 D 9l5 p^staÇfro.r,^iÎELUXE D0LL AND COMPLETE package — in- — ?®®ds110< ^ *truggle. Women’s auxlUariss art 
eludes bikini, Peek-a-boo NEGLIGEE and WIG □ BLONDE □ BRUNETTE □ BLACK. ■ Long lire the women’s Uberation movement!

■ ?LEA*E„RiISH! 1 ««close 50c extra. For C.O.D. orders send $1.00 deposit — _ The movement Is Independent too, in the sewe tid
■ Save C.O.D. charges by sending cash, check or money order with your order. ■ developing outsldo the framework of the big buffiiw**
■ Name m itical partie*. As the movement grow», the ruling cl*

^
“"•enonlÏÏ7 I ■ 5î?etI<îr How*v*r> by tnalntalnlng demands which W 
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LONDON SALES, Dept. JO- 502
P-O. Box 3426, Granada Hills, Calif. 91344

ura m

i

City_ __ „__________________________ State
J Calif, residents add 5% State sales tax.

Phot» shown it* the ectuil live models from which the dolls were teshloned.
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*£ategy must embody toe concept^ a massTaSS- ïe degree of eff.ect'ven,ess turning upon factors which 
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Forester’s FRIDAY

Devi
on fFriday night, November 20 

th, the scene at the Sir Max 
Aitken Pool was the Forestry 
students versus the Faculty in 
one of the roughest, most close
ly contested waterpolo games 
of the year.

The score was 11-9 in favor 
of the students who wore down 
the faculty with superior num
bers.

Last wi 
ils found 
they lost 
ing their 
On Frida) 
St. Franc: 
ish, not i 
when yoi 
time ‘X’ 
position 
the Devil 
fax wher 
9-6 by D 
fense pro’ 
peppered 
42 shots 
only 25. 
scored by 
Jim Wicl 
Mullin an 
next ho 
Devils is 
when the 
squad bi 
down for 
are now 
prove to 
esting m 
UNB’s fit

i
V

k

T0D8S The participating students 
were Doyle Wells, Ken Lewis of 
5th year; Bob Bettle, Paul Ler
oux, Bob Meuse, Pat Rous
seau, Charlie Lanz, Tim White, 
and Tony Britnev of 4th year; 
and Tony Mee, Murray Maffey, 
and Nick Groom of 3rd year.

The members of the Fac
ulty and some from the For
est Research Laboratory who 
participated were Don Fowler, 
Dr. Kayle, Dr. Strang, R.B.B. 
Dickinson, G. Krause, Mr. 
Bjerkelund, and Mark Schnider.

The goals for the Faculty 
were scored by Don Fowler and 
Dr. Kayle with Tony Mee, Ken 
Lewis, Murray Maffey, and 
Nick Groom scoring for the 
students.

AS anyone who has witnessed the yelling and splashing 
at the Max Aitken Pool weeknights can testify, the inter
residence Water polo league is in full swing.
Inter-class water polo will be starting after Christmas and the 
final day for entries is Dec. 2 anyone who thinks that they 
could last a hard swim in this tough spa»* and doeesn’t have 
a team can report to the Athletics office to be assigned a 
teams.

Christmas
choice

Call For Applications
mon~fri. 10-5 sun. 2-5 STUDENT HANDBOOK EDITOR

Handbook to be prepared as stated in motion 
passed by council Nov. 15th. Refer to SRC Bulle
tin .lM=1lVKWII

Be;Applicants to submit qualifications, listing 
relevant experience, to the Applications Commit
tee of the SRC.

Note especially from motion: deadline is 
Oec 8th for application and March 15th for 
completion of handbook.

Payment for editor is $150.

I UNB Progressive Conservative Club I
:!:• ¥

The game provided a good 
workout for both the Faculty 
and the students arid was also 
lots of fun. Touj!!GENERAL MEETING

Bangi 
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meet be 
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final see 
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a time 
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terfly i 
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‘PlaNki'oN hasWednesday December 2, 8 p.m.
Student Building Room 102 K

x q ghosfwriterNew Members Welcome! V

Want to work? 
Want to travel?

Here’s how

MAZZUCA’S ./T
imVARIETY STORE

Telephone 475-346479 York Street
FOR YOUR LOCAL AND 
OUT-OF-TOWN DAILY 
AND WEEKLY PAPERS

Smokin' Supplia* and 
Uagarina* of all kinds 
Astortad Confactionary

OF» MOMMY 10 SA1WMY 
740 AS. te 1040 PS.

duk d<>Ot( nrn,ad•€.

do it ...■■•PAUL BURDEN LTD. '"me.

■ Stationerya Slide Rules (Pickett)
■ Portable Typewriters, sales & rentals PIMPLES 6Ugly skin blemishes on face or body, 

Eczema. Pimples. Red Scaly Itching 
Skin and Athlete’s Foot are quickly 
relieved by NIXODERM. Antiseptic 
action heals, helps make skin softer, 
smoother, clearer. Ask your druggist 
for NIXODERM ointment and soap. 
Help clean, clear and revitalize your 
akin. Look better fast.

■ Attache Cases
■ Drafting Instruments & Supplies.

H454-8787275 Queen St # m
l

HOW AND WHERE TO 
GET A BETTER JOB10% OFF

ALL PURCHASES AT 
HERBY’S MUSIC STORE

!»•CowtIH eruotat auto* • over ewe cow awes uevio 
■nui tkAVU ASWCAO :$

I

2000 employers at your finger tips • 
Summer jobs • How to write a resumé • 
Application letters • Travel «U.K., Europe, 
Canada, U.S.A. • Business outlook • 
Women in business • Personal budgeting 
• All for less than two bucks at your 
bookstore • NOW!306 QUEEN ST. The* 

ners t 
oo-caj 
fenshWITH I.D. CAEDS
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Devils Drop 2 
on Road Trip IIHITBAMWM SIKWÎS

Last weekend, the Red Dev
ils found the going tough as 
they lost both their games dur
ing their trip to Nova Scotia.
On Friday the Devils lost 4-1 to 
St. Francis Xavier in Antigon- 
ish, not really a bad showing 
when you consider the rough 
time ‘X’ teams give their op
position at home. Saturday 
the Devils travelled to Hali
fax where they were beaten 
9-6 by Dalhousie. The Dal of
fense proved too strong as they 
peppered Keith Lelievre with Tuesday. December 1,1970 
42 shots while UNB managed main gym floor 

only 25. UNB’s six goals were 
scored by Peter Ross with two,
Jim Wickett, Dan Gill, Lon 
Mullin and John Sheppard. The 
next home game for the 
Devils is tonight at 8:00 pm 
when the luckless St. Thomas 
squad brings their university 
down for a game. Both teams 
are now 0-3, and they should 
prove to be at least an inter
esting match, and hopefully 
UNB’s first victory of the year.

Volleyball Inter-class Hockey i

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30 
ON MAIN FLOOR

November 29.1970

GREEN DIVISION
8:00 p.m. Court I. Cvill Eng. 5

2. Forestry
3. M.A. Educ.

Faculty 
Mech. Eng. S 
S.T.U.

vs
Science 2va 9:30 a.m. Post Grad. & Faculty vs

vs
Engineers 310:30 a.m. Business 2 va2. Survey Eng. 5

3. Forestry 25
Phy. Educ. 3 
Elect. F.ng.

9:00 p.m. va
va

Science 3411:30 a.m. Forestry 12$ vea

Basketball Law "A“ Phy. Educ, I1:00 p.m. vshing
nter- RED DIVISION

I

i the 2:00 p.m. Civil Eng. Phy. Educ. 2vs
Elect. Eng. 4Bus. Admin. 37:00 vsthey )

Engineer’s 2 "3:30 p.m. Business A va't have ForestryArts 47:00 va i
! a Engineers 3 4:30 p.m. Forestry 4 Forestry 3Science 48:00 VS vs

Civil Eng. 2Phy. Educ. 38:00 vs Chemical Eng.6:00 p.m. S.T.l). 34 vs

S.T.U. Gold Law "B"9:00 va BLACK DIVISION
Law “A" CE-ME 149:00 va

Elect. Eng. 4Phy. Education 47:00 p.m. vs
Phy. Educ. I Faculty10:00 vs

Survey Eng. 4Phy. Education 38:30 p.m. VKn Phys. Educ. 4S.T.U. Green10:00 vs
le- Civil F.ng. 41S.T.U. 29:30 p.m. vsPLAY WILL RESUME JANUARY 12, 1971. 

RESULTS OF TUESDAY, NOV. 17,1970Beavers Win 
Tough Contest

Law "B" Arts10:30 p.m. vs

it-
Water-poloS.T.U. Gold Business 3 2b72

Phys. Ed. IScience 4 3259
Interclass water polo will be .starting up next term. There will be an 

organizational meeting for this league on Wednesday, December 2 which 
at that time all faculties arc asked to submit lists of teams. Unattached 
individuals may register at the Athletics Department Office.

Law B 23Bangor, Maine was the scene Engineering 3 
last Saturday of a close swim 
meet between the University 
of New Brunswick Beavers and 
the Husson College team. The Arts a 
final score saw the Beavers put 
the Hussdn men down 58-55.

Coach Amby Legere felt 
that the victory was an excel- civil Eng. 2 
lent team effort/and that the 
outcome of the meet hinged on Ed-4
every event. The Beavers did 
not win a majority of the 
events, but were able to over
come the Husson team by hav
ing more depth. The Beavers 
placed first in 4 of the 13 
events, second in 12 of the 13

26

Elect. Eng. 4 15Faculty 36
Practice time isuvuiluhle for water polo on Friday nights from 8:30- 

10:00. Persons interested should contact Prof. Stangrom in the Phys. 
Ed. Office.

».
•"> »<

Law A43 32

P.E. 3 S.T.U. Green 2145 Recreation
44 CE-ME 41 38

CASUAL SWIM OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS

Forestry54 30
SMA Pool 
SMA Pool

12:30 1:30 
9:00- 10:30

MONDAYS

4.37:6 Ron MacDonald and Deane, a first year diver for the 
Barry Roberts were the other SMA Pool 

LBR PoolBeavers and in his first 3 
Beavers making up the medley metre board competition, won

the event by accumulating an 
impressive 171.10 points. Ray

3:30 -4:30 
9:45 • 10:45

TUESDAYS

►
relay team.

Veteran, Rick Nickerson 
placed second in the 200 yard
Individual medley and also in Kivimaki also proved himself 

and third in 6 of the U events. the 20Q yar(j brea$t stroke orr tbc boards by coming a
Team captain, Gordie Cam- Kejth Edwards also got two close second on the 1 metre

eron.hadhis usual good day by secon(j lace finishes for the and an equally close third on
placmg first m the 200yard Beavefs jfi ^ exhausting JOOO the 3 metre boards,
breast stroke with a time of 
2.38:5. Steve Coldwell clocked 
a time of 2.36:0 to capture 
top spot in the 200 yard but
terfly event. Both Gordie and 
Steve were members of the 
Beaver’s winning 400 yard med
ley relay team which clocked a go to the diving team. Jeff pus.

SMA Pool 
SMA Pool

12:30 -1:30 
9:00 - 10:30

WEDNESDAYS

LBR Pool9:45 10:45THURSDAYS

SMA Pool 
SMA Pool

12:30 1:30 
3:30 - 4:30

FRIDAYS

SMA Pool3:30 - 5:00SATURDAYS

yard and 500 yard free style TheUniversityufNew Bruns- 
events. Newcomer, Bob Me- wjck Beavers and Mermaids will 
Cutcheon, also got a pair of host lhe Bang0r YM-YWCA 
seconds in the 100yd. and 200 Saturday,November 28, at 1:30 
yd. freestyle events. p.m. in the Sir Max Aitken

Special mention should also Pool on the University Cam

SMA Pool2:00 - 3:30SUNDAYS

on FREE GYM TIME

Open gym lime is available almost every day for general play. Inter 
ested students should call the Athletics Office to determine the exact 
times.

SQUASH AND HANDBALL COURTS

These courts are open all day and reservations must be made through 
the equipment loom. Rackets and balls are available at no cost.

i** ?m ■ Hit \\\f FREE SKATING
:?

v. Students are reminded of the free skating sessions open to all stu
dents on Wednesday and Saturday nights from 10:00-11:30.JWI ;

W ;< I r ~:f H m 4

.'•■IF*
ii

I nter-residence Hockey.
K ' 4

Monday, November 30
C

LBRJones vs10:00 p.in.

NeillMacKenzie11:00 p.m. va

The Red Bombers’annual team banquet was held last week at which time the tea"l“4ar£lw4,' 
ners were chosen. They are pictured above from left to right; John Dannaher and Mike Flynn, 
co-captains for 1971; Mike Dollimore, rookie of the year; Tony Proudfoot, most valuav e e- 
fenstve player, and Dick Flynn, most valuable offensive player.

Photo by Tait

Wednesday, December 2

J HarrisonBridges7:30 p.m. vs

JonesHoly Cross8:30-p.tn. vs
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I| PIZZA NOVA)
"The Coziest Place In Town.’’! |

74 YORK ST

s\mm
By Peter Collum

It was all quiet o i the sports front at home last 
weekend. I sat home and watched the College Bowl 
on T v- and bemoaned the fact that the Bombers 
'should have been there instead of Ottawa U. I am 

A ;>‘v:4 < ?l certa'n that UNB would have proved a more worthy
j-.-iy’v'.Vjvl opponent than the Gee Gees. Anyhow I was correct 

in mv prediction that Manitoba would win the game.
f /• /III Jk Æk gk Jj^mâ The Beavers came through with flying colours last

A As *Ër AÆ. II IS lr/^^ sUSiWj weekend as they defeated Husson College 58-55. Re- 
90^0^0 W W Ports have ‘t, that it was a real cutthroat meet and that

A • if v°u didn't have your rule book, you just weren't

” ....., The Husson team is coming here on December 5th
v>;| for the return meet, and it really should be

NOW KNOWN ASSSISSSIa -.-—-,«-:y.-....... ,r.. men, who gave an excellent account of themselves.
■=—Hr —-v . , " ItWL..—..................."Xi muF",lw|ggg<;^fl"ln the return meet UNB will utulize their accom-

V>Cl plished stars, so Husson should be in for a shock.
VVyVl
[•V-;.yI. The Red Devils were a disappointment last week- 

end. They lost 4-1 to St. F. X.and got boinked 9-6 
by Dalhousie. It's getting to the point where I'm 
wondering how they will lare against teams like 

Nv'f'l Memorial and Moncton.
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«65 % If any team or club on Campus is not satisfied

■>vi« with the coverage they have been given, I would be 
more than happy to inform the Sports Editors as to 

fpM the problem.

Si1 y-se.fly .1Ml my '

j|piUffli£nM
TODAY’S MODIRN’ïBlîiffl

v® y : 96 REGENT STREET - FREDERICTON,■ ■ ........................ -

THE "TEENAGER” - RECOGNIZED AND PREFERRED BY

* •a1;^ ast
it

4•*.
A

|
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r .
i

/

pffES.••AiV.-VX:
fvM

W^fccmr pa

II# OPEN A MINI-1J|
mmm sm, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

“ACCOUNT ” MÉ
iUmi ■■■■■■

TUF NFW \imMM niS **<>* of “recent Rebel practise shows Rick Anderson at-
Ht II temPtm« & block Gary Grey’s spike shot. In the foreground

SiS CONVENIENT ' ' W1 
*1 CHARGE ACCOUNT ^
* WgaBT.CWMBi * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

NO SERVICE CHARGES I ^°?s; veltoMountAmsonnext week.nU °tllflUt VimmiLO . ^aU *s s00” Twenty end (Dec. 5) for the Mt. A. In-
hopcfuUs> mdiidmg ten rookies

TEENAGE GIRLS, OFFICE GIRLS AND PETITE WOMEN - 
NOW INTRODUCES A FASHION STYLED NEW NAME !
THE SAME QUALITY AND EYE-APPEAL STYLING FOR 
WHICH "TEENAGER " IS SO WELL KNOWN WILL BE THE 
HALL MARK OF OUR 
NEW NAME........

...

?..

c

tRED REBELS TO 
START SEASON

_ , , , vitational Tournament. ' This
fl are practising hard under the will be the first test of the sea-
I T^T^ esMal Early | son for the volkyballers, ran- 
9 *nd Dave Patterson, a former ked fourth nationally last year.
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DUO PACH - part 1 -Liz Smith

X
X
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This is the first in a number of discussions 
with people around the campus - primarily peo
ple in the arts.

as a music critic with Nathan Cohen on a morn
ing radio show.

While studying at the Royal Conservatory 
Mrs. Arlene Pach is the subject of the first she met JoscPh pach and they were married,

article. Next week the interview will be with The “Duo Pach” w38 formed and Arlene Pach
Joseph Pach. The Pachs are musicians in resi- rare1lV P*ayed »lo again, 
dence at UNB. After the Pachs had been married a few years

Arlene Nimmons Pach grew up in Kamloops, they decided to get away from the music scene
British Columbia. Her father, a dentist, played in Canada and the United States. They sold all
the fiddle in burlesque clubs to put himself their material belongings and with their young
through college, and retained his love for music daughter, Laurie, they went to Vienna to
all his life. Mr. Nimmons encouraged both his practice, 
son and his daughter to become musicians.

As Mrs. Pach remembers, “Dad didn’t want 
his kids to be average musicians. He wanted us 
to do it with complete committment.” Arlene 
Pach is a rationally (if not internationally) 
known pianist. Her brother Phil Nimmons has 
the Nimmons and Nine Plus Six jazz group in 
Toronto.

At the University of British Columbia, Arlene 
Pach majored in philosophy and planned to be- 

professor of philosophy. By this time 
she had a piano degree of associateship of the 
Royal Conservatory of Music. This was the 
highest degree of its type the Conservatory 
gave.
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kn
mt“It was impossible to be a musician pre-Can

ada Council. Quebec was the only province that 
gave any help. We quit commercial business. 
Everyone thinks you’re crazy to go after your 
pie in the sky.”

For the last six years the Pachs have been 
musicians in residence at UNB. They were the 
first to hold such a position in a university in 
Canada.

Every Friday at noon the Duo Pach hold a 
chamber music concert. It is probably unique in 
Canada for a community to have live concerts 
this frequently. Yet only about 5 per cent of the 
people on campus ever attend.

One long-haired and bearded student sat in 
on a rehearsal at Memorial Hall recently, and be
fore leaving said to Arlene Pach, “People on 
this campus don’t know what they are missing.”

“The kind of music we play is not for the 
masses. Ours is a very limited field,” says Mrs. 
Pach.
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trained teachers. All concert masters across Can- ' 
ada come from the studios of one or two dedi
cated people in Montreal and Toronto.”

The Pach’s three children all have an active 
interest in music. Mrs. Pach thinks that her 
daughter Laurie, fifteen, plays the piano better 
than she did at the same age. Ellen, eleven, 
plays the violin and has a natural sense of pitch. 
Joseph is only four but already shows interest, 
particularly in the cello.

“I would like my kids to be musicians,” 
says Arlene Pach. "Its a great life. There are not 
many things you can do where you find out the 
truth about yourself.”

come a
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tb“If you have a talent in the arts”, says Mrs. 

Pach, “the drive stays there. You mellow in 
other fields The Royal Conservatory wanted 
me to take a course in Toronto.”

She left Vancouver to study piano at the 
Royal Conservatory, hut not to take Ich course. 
As she explains,

“Music is a separate existence from
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Mrs. Pach suggests two main reasons why 
chamber music is not more popular on the cam
pus. Society has turned people away from the 
classics towards rock music.

“One theory we have about the tendency to 
take drugs is that the news media, the musicians 
and the management agencies have taken music 
away from its original role - to provide solitude 
and self-knowledge; the aesthetics and spiritual
ism - the things kids are looking for in drugs - 
has been taken away from music. Music gives 
far greater kicks with no after affects.”

“Chamber music is also a more developed 
taste. It comes later in life. Tastes in music are

worgan
ized training. You must have individual free
dom. The confines of the ordinary academic 
structure are not suitable for the magic of 
music.”

There is a stage with instruments when y 
have to do nothing but practice. You really do 
have to work very hard. Anyone who is in the 
arts learns the basic lesson of the sense of ac
complishment from work.”
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The UNB Art Centre in Memorial Hall will 

£ take on the appearance of a bazaar on Friday, 
November 27th, when “Christmas Choice” 

£ opens, ftintings, drawings, prints, pottery and 
weaving by twenty Fredericton artists will

# crowd the walls and tables. The artists exhibiting 
include professional and amateur artists, stu-

^ dents and townspeople, whose works cover 
great variety of media and styles.

A Meet-the-Artists reception from 8 to 10 pm 
on Friday, November 27th, will open the ex- 

0 hibition to the public. It will then be shown 
until December 13th during the regular Art

• Centre hours - Monday to Friday from 10 to 5, 
and Sundays from 2-5.

UNB students Dean Steeves, Ann Hale and 
Faye Cameron will be included. All three had 
exhibitions of their work in the Art Centre 
last year.

U!

She adds, “If you have some committment 
to an idea, you waste a lot of time if you go out 
and look without some technique on how to 
manipulate your environment.

“Sartre said that the secret of Bach's genius 
was that he had learned to express himself with
in the confines of his environment.”

Bach adapted himself to his sponsors. If he 
was employed by a choir, lie wrote great choir 
music; if he was with a string group, he wrote 
beautiful music for them.

Arlene Pach learned to manipulate her 
vironmenl to support herself while in Toronto.

She did concerts throughout Ontario, but. 
as she says. “You don’t make a living out of 
solos. A ou have to do all those other things.”

All those other things' included playing for 
gym classes, ballet classes, and work as a rehear
sal pianist for CBC television jazz shows. For 
two and a half years Arlene Nimmons worked

I

seldom static, the experience continuously 
varies.

a

“One sheer joy with music ” Mrs. Pach says, 
“is that as you get older, all that's right within 
yourself gets greater. You arc not always young 
and its a mistake to think you always will be. I 
am doing something that in interest, participa
tion and satisfaction gets greater and greater. 
There is no such thing as chronological time 
when you arc developing as an artist.”

Besides practicing herslet every day for be
tween three and five hours. Mrs. Pach has ten 
music pupils which she enjoys immensely - part
icularly those who have diverse interests in 
rock or jazz.

but as she says. “Dedicated musicians, prac
ticing instrumentalists have to come before
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NEEDED

The “INSIDE" urgently 
needs creative people to 
write short stories, essays, 
poetry, and prose. Also 
needed are people to do il
lustrations and graphics.

Anyone who feels they 
have something creative to 
offer, please contact the 
Brunswickan Office and 
leave your name and 
phone number or contact 
Blues Roberts at the 
Brunswickan Office or by 
calling 454-6570. We need 
you to make this a good 
magazine.
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it may never r

k
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The Most Important
The reporters gathered around the old man, :j: 

ready to ask questions. This old man was im- jjj 
portant for two reasons: he was an old man and jjj 
and they were quietly but quickly dying off; jjj 

jj: and he was one of the dwindling survivors of j:j
the Boer War. War was prominant in the news, jjj 
and it would be nice to get this old soldier’s jij 
ideas. Surely he would have much to say about jij 
the many interesting things he had seen over a ijjj 
long lifetime. The changes which had taken jjjj 

jij place; the things he could tell about war (he had jjjj
jjj known it in its days of glory). At the bottom of jij:
jjj each reporter’s sheet of questions, although at jjjj 
j: the top of their mind, was the subject of the jjj

draft dodgers the yellow mass swarming over ïj 
:jj the border’ as one news editor had put it. They jj 

could imagine some good headlines: “Boer War jjj 
jj Veteran Denounces Draft Dodgers” ; “ ‘Cowards jjj 

All’ Says Old Warrior” and, if they were espec- jjj 
jj ially lucky “Old Soldier Suffers Attack Discus- jij 

sing Draft Dodgers”. Yes, the reporters were jjj 
j:j hopeful. jjj
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m- ' The old man, Mr. Evens, looked about at jjj 
the reporters with a small smile. It was hard to jjj 
tell if the smile was one of shyness, senility, or jjj 

jj humour. The reporters decided to emphasize j;j 
the fact that he was such an old man, and on g 

this basis they would ask him what were the jjj 
most striking or important things he had seen in j: 
his long life. In this manner it would not be ij: 

x hard .o steer around to war, and Viet Nam, and ;j

jj. the coward, bastard draft dodgers — although, jjj
of course, they would not use those exact jjj 
words. j:
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“You’ve lived quite a long time, haven’t :j: 
a? ” asked one reporter. i-i

7
j: you? ” asked one reporter.

The old man smiled.
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“And you’ve seen quite a lot, haven’t you? 

asked another reporter.

The old head gave a short nod, which was j:j 
taken as a signal to continue.

... “And in this time there have been some jij 
jj great events which remain vivid in your mem- :$
jj ory.” ¥
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pretty name’ .... a real pretty name ... a pretty The impatient renorter became even more X.
name a pretty.......Ellen.......... oh my Ellen....... impatient. “But what was the most important j:j
mv Ellen event? ” S

l
“Events? ”

“The greatest thing? ” He was talking to 
jij himself more than to those present, thinking 
jij aloud more than talking to himself. “The

:-
n

jj1
I
x

1
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;
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t “And when we got there I said, heh hell, I 
said ‘If I can help you any more, just let me 
know.’ And she said, with that beautiful smile 
die said, ‘I would like someone to show me 
around the town.’ Aid I said ‘Any time, sure, 
any time, how about to-morrow? ’ And she said 

“I was....was twenty-four I guess. Heh, one ‘Oh no not to-morrow, what about the next
3 year doesn’t mean much these days. 1 was W , And sa.d Sure, sure, that would be all
ii! working for the railway here, right here in Fred- [.ght. And I did. And, and after a wh.le you
X ericton yes, at the station. Hadn’t been there know,she became my wtfe.My lovmg w.fe. And
* long, but I was waiting for something a little that was ... it was . oh my God, I 11 never for-
jij better to come along. Oh, the pay wasn’t bad, get her getting off that train. I II never
:j: but 1 wanted better. Yea, wanted a little better. ...... . ..
j:j Heh, Well sir, one day the train came in and a The old man smiled, that strange smile on
j: woman goVoff. Only one off so she stood out, his face. The reporters looked at him, looked at
::: but mister, that woman woulu stand out in a each other, and numbled their thanks. The tape
jj crowd. Pretty girl, vith the thickest, blackest, recorder was switched off.
jjj most beautiful hair you’ve ever seen. Black as “YesMr. Evens",prompted the only reporter
x night. Went all the way down her back and was piesent who had a tape recorder. “The greatest
jjj tied with a purple ribbon I’ll never forget that, eyent which you have ^cn in the world. You
j:j the deep black hair and the dark purple ribbon. important occurances which

Lord, never forget that. That first time. And -- ’ . . r ____ „
jj heh heh ~ and she came up to me (1 was kind of have happened in your lifetime,

:j: standin’ and gawking) she came over and asked .....................
me where some place was that was way across “Ah , sighed the old man. My lifetime ~*

jjj the river. 1 said, ha ha, I said to her, ‘Why that’s heh, that’s quite a while.”
jjj way across the river.’ She said ‘Oh, dear’, and
j:j she looked so sad and worried, and I said ‘Don’t “Yes yes, we know.” said an impatient third
:j: fret about it because 1 can take you there’. And reporter. “But if you would tell us the most....”

she, oh Lord, she smiled a beautiful smile and
jjj said ‘Would yqu? ’ Asked me if I would. Would “What my colleague means”, 'aid the re
jj 1? Ha ha, ha ha ‘Sure I would, sure ...just try porter with the tape recorder, "In his somewhat
:j: to stop me’, I said. Sure I would. And I did, and blunt manner is, which one occurance, which
j:j let me tell you I wasn’t in any hurry either. It most profound event stands out in your mem-
jjj was a beautiful dav, and we went to where she ory over a]} these years. Oui readers would be
j:j wanted to go. I asked her what her name was interested to hear the views of a man of your
jjj and she said ‘Ellen’. Ellen. I said ‘Ellen, that’s a „ge.”
jj pretty name’, and she smiled at me and said The old man looked puzzled. “One thing? -
x ‘thank you . Ellen .. I said Ellen, that sure is a Well, there have been a lot ®f .. w• \wv• ■ wav
:j-x.xxxx*:*::**-*»*:*.*:.:^^^^

“Well”, the old man answered slowly. He 
closed his eyes and tit ought very deeply, he 
wanted to give an accurate answer. He sat this 
way for a long time, the reporters growing more 
and more impatient, and as he groped for the 
correct answer, they decided to help him.

“Take your time”, said the reporter with 
the tape recorder, “And think of the many 
things you have seen. I suppose”, he added, 
“That the Boer War of which you are one of the 
few survivors, must have had quite an effect on 
you.”

:j: greatest thing that ever happened to me? ” He
j:j gave a smile — a sad/happy smile more eloquent 
j: than the choisest words. There was complete
jj silence except for the whirr of the tape recorder.

d
d
e

•j.

*########\( “Eh”, said the old man.

I“Yes”, eagerly continued another reporter. 
“You’ve seen a lot of wars — World War One 
and Two, and Korea, and today there is Viet 
Nam.”
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1“Not only that”,added another reporter who 
fict they may be going too fast. “But you have 
seen a lot more, the Bomb, all this pollution, 
the death of many great men, the eras of Hitler 
and Stalin, the slaughter of the Jews."

“Eh? ” Old Mr. Evens opened his eyes and 
looked around. It was apparent that he had 
heard very little of what was being said. His 
eyes were looking far away, and he was lost to 
his thoughts.
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opinions on
OBJECTIVITY: THE MYTH THAT IS DESTROYING JOURNALISM

Reprinted from the Nation

itors, concerned that the news content remain 
under tight control; there is no evidence that it 
serves a public interest.

The North American press is under at
tack from the left, the right and the har
assed middle. It needs reform and knows 
it, but nothing less than profound struc
tural changes will make a qualitative dif
ference sufficient to insure the survival 
of newspaper as credible agents of infor
mation about the society in which they 
operate.

At a time when people are becoming 
politically more aware, a newspaper loses 
credibility when readers believe them
selves to be manipulated and propagand
ized on behalf of those who dominated 
the political economy. It makes no dif
ference how they identify those powers, 
or whether their evaluations is right or 
stems from the widening circle of par
anoia that is endemic to a highly cen
tralized society.Structural changes are imperative because 

the reformsnow most often proposed do nothing 
except increase the existing fantastic level of 
journalistic self-consciousness. Newspaper man
agements and editors already get together 
frequently to discuss the shortcomings of their 
daily efforts; newspaper men already deliver 
scathing critiques of their profession.

For example, the monthly Journalism Review 
was initiated recently by Chicago journalists 
who had been unable to print the stories or 
make the reforms they felt weie necessary to 
the wellbeing of their dailies. On the national 
level, a new Washington journal, Straus Editor’s 
Report has been formed to monitor the press.

A committment to the notion of objectivity 
has in effect become a sign of manipulation, 
whether newspaper managements like it or not, 
and the way to deal with it is to admit that the 
editorial function is inherently biased, that re
porters have opinions of their own and that 
newspapers, like other large institutions, are pol
itical entities.

There is nothing new about these concepts. 
Newspapers no less than universities, must be 
seen as instruments of either social change or 
stagnation. The European press has known this 
for a long time. Le Monde, widely regarded as 
one of the world’s greatest newspapers, is des
cribed by the Paris correspondent of the New 
York Times:

The press today is one of the least 
trusted of the country's national institu
tions.

"Unlike the American practices, there 
is no copy desk and no division of fun
ction between copy editing and reporting. 
Each staff member is a 'journalist' in 
charge of a speciality. He may cover a 
story directly or rewrite or edit the news 
agency reports on his subject Depart
ment chiefs check headlines and make 
space allotments but do not change 
copy."

However, all attempts thus far to 
modate newspapers to the needs of society 
have failed and all the evaluations have to be 
turned out to be indexes of failure rather than 
progress toward some satisfactory result. Crit
icism that does not lead to structural change is 
simply an exercise in reformist frustration, and 
the effect has been that the press today is 
of the least trusted of the country’s national 
institutions, public or private.

accom-

one
As a rule, in European journalism, there is 

io clear line between reporting and opinion.

Right wing critics complain that the papers 
undermine confidence in democratic institu
tions by striking at the government. -The left 
insists that, by adhering to so-called balanced 
reporting they in fact stabilize the worst fea
tures of an inequitable system. The confused 
middle is rapidly losing its faith in the ability 
of the daily press to sustain the image of im
partiality that newspaper managements -- not 
readers - have demanded.

“We are proud,” said an editor, “not of our 
objectivity but of our independence.” The as
sumption is that the reader knows the view
point of the reporter and expects it to be re
flected in his copy.

Le Monde makes itself credible by rejecting 
the myth of objectivity. It exposes all its biases 
to the reader, who automatically learns the 
security of reading “news” that is placed in a 
readily identifiable context. Le Monde journal
ists - the best in the world -- have established 
their reputations over time on a newspaper 
that has given them their heads.It thus became obvious that the press will 

not begin to cope with its credibility problem 
until newspaper managements acknowledge 
that mystifying standard, “objectivity” cannot 
be adequately defined or achieved that in fact 
it is pernicious to the society as well as to the 
institutions of journalism. This netrality is de
manded by newspaper administrators and ed-

Readers take issue with Le Monde Journal
ists, not with Le Monde, and do not feel that 
they are being propagandized by an objective 
automation. The context of the news becomes 
as important as the news itself - indeed the one 
can never really be divorced from the other - 
journalist and reader engage in a relationship 
similar to that of actor and audience.

h'iVfV'
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the media
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The refusal of newspapers to consider Le 
Monde’s methods is a kind of mistrust of the 
public that claims management know best what 
readers need or want. Hollywood and TV 
magnates hold similar views. In the press, how
ever, the fact is that many reporters try to 
editorial points between the lines of their ob
jectivity, thus inserting surreptitiously what 
they should be writing candidly.

ceive that they lack the competence to be ad
vocacy reporters, that they really do not knew 
their “beat”, A reporter cannot express his con
victions about, say, education unless he has 
made himself an expert on the problems of 
schools and the theories of learning.

B

It follows that the opportunity to become an 
advocate would cause responsive reporters to 
acquire the background necessary to acquit 
themselves creditably. The informed reporter 
would make himself known as competent to 
act in his new professional capacity, thus 
raising the general level of the profession. 
Those who saw the advocacy role as an oppor
tunity to dispense propaganda would be exposed 
as soon as the public judged their work against 
the progress of events.

I

Says one ex-Newsweek man: "If you 
wanted to express an opinion, there was 
no problem. Insofar as I recall the tech
niques, you invented a quote and ascribed 
it to somebody ... made up a person if 
necessary. It's very devious, of course, 
but it's a substitute merely for doing the 
sensible thing which would have been to 
write a first-person story in the first 
place. Newspaper men are always finding 
ways to get around whatever inhibitions 
there are to personal journalism."

Many newspapers would maintain that 
they already permit reporters to become 
advocates - usually on or opposite the 
editorial page, but occasionally in the 
news section. However, management in
evitably insist that these contributions 
be identified as "columns" or "news an
alysis”. In the absence of a systematic 
attempt to orient either the public or 
reporters to the uses of advocacy journal
ism, these few columns have done noth
ing to increase the credibility rating of 
the profession.

I

But thê trouble with using a suberfuge -- 
however much it may clarify the point of a 
story — is that it still leaves the reader wonder
ing how objective the news story is, how re
sponsible the reporter is, what his biases may

tbe.

The .'notion still prevails among reporters 
that they should strive to be as objective as pos
sible. It has a nice, clear-cut ring to it, but no
body has been able to tell them how to ap
proach that elusive goal, much less what it 
really means. Most reporters and newspapers 
fall back on the idea that the proper solution 
is a kind of “balance ”, a presentation pro and 
con that lends itself to mathematical analysis: 
that is, always try to get the other side of the 
story, even just for a couple of lines.

»

The market for objective “facts” has been 
saturated by TV, as newspaper managements 
well know. Newspapers must provide some
thing more than a statistical expansion of the 
eleven o’clock news, but no amount of refor 
discussion will produce a new product, the 
conditions must change. This requires structural 
innovation, a radical transformation of the 
daily neswpaper into a social participant, not 
a mere observer.It is a puzzle why reporters continue 

to insist that objectivity, or balance, is 
the key to the good journalistic life, but 
one explanation may be that it permits a 
kind of psychological anonymity. A re
porter need not reveal what sort of per
son he is, uncover his biases. More im
portant, by clinging to the myth that he 
is indeed being as objective as humanly 
possible, he can evade personal respon
sibility for his work; he is only a tech
nician of the news. Advocacy, on the 
other hand, openly admitted, requires an 
exposure of self, a willingness to undergo 
scrutiny, and a committment to excel
lence that seems very demanding.

Neutrality is conceivably only a political 
vacuum and nothing is more political than a 
newspaper. The public knows this and with
holds its belief from journals that venerate ob
jectivity.

The key element in journalism, as in 
all writing and all art, is risk, sometimes 
personal risk. Newspapers will never be 
"ready" for the major changes, for a 
role in the events around them, until re
porters and editors are willing to stick 
their necks out

Some reporters are thus afraid of advocacy. 
Those who don’t feel strongly about things see 
no reason to take sides. Others correctly per

- Canadian University Pres*

t.-.v.v ■ w.v.v..
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the arts IDAY NOV

This will introduce you to Renaissance ’71! 
The Renaissance is a multi-media concen^which 
will present original works in all Uyiarts. Stu
dents from all universities will be invited to 
participate in a ten-day showcase, at the uni
versity of Toronto, and the city of Toronto it
self in February 1971.

Conceived entirely, and directed almost en
tirely by students; the Festival will present 
painting, sculpture, design and creative writing 
in an exciting and stimulating manner.

and Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, not to 
mention the city itself, offer many possibilities 
for imaginative and stimulating co-ordination 
of film showings, art displays, musical perfor
mances, and theatrical productions. In 
junction with formal programmes and presenta
tions, we will try to bring art to people at in
formal meeting places.

In addition to scheduled poetry readings and 
script enactments, the creative writing section 
of Renaissance ’71 will distribute booklets and 
pamphlets of original preselected writing. A 
general magazine of works, complete with 
photographs, will also be available.

Refreshments will be served often after per
formances, during art shows, etc., to encourage 
cordiality and informal discussion.

CANAD
IAN UN 
IVERSI 
TIES’
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The purpose of the Festival is to bring to
gether the very best examples of Canadian uni
versity students’ talents to the public and uni
versity audiences’ attention. We also hope that 
the professional artistic world will take an inter
est both in the artists that we present and their 
work

3

3
If a nation-wide students’ Art Festival, set

ting high standards of achievement, were to be
come j yearly tradition there would be a larger 
and more defined opportunity to influence uni
versity audiences and enlarge the opportunities 
for artists on campuses. Perhaps we could be 
decisive in expanding the academic framework 
to accomodate creative needs: for example 
undergraduates could be given academic credits 
for the completion of original scores, plays, 
poetry, etc., these is, of course, a great deal to’ 
be done in promoting the other arts too. We 
see Renaissance ’71 as an ongoing committment 
to the arts on university campuses.

RTS 7In this respect wc have received overwhelm
ing support from a number of individuals. Hugh 
Garner, Gerald. Gladstone, Boris Brott, Claude 
Bissell, Louis Applcbaum, Dennis Young, the 
curator of contemporary art for the Art Gal
lery of Ontari-', and May>'r Wj'l'am Dennison. 
Wc, ol course, have support from many other 
persons, all to numerous to list at this time.

We see a nation-wide l diversities Art Fes
tival as a step towards making the artistic ex
perience an essential part of student life, 
raising the standard and generally promoting

7

FESTI- A
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5
- the development of Canadian Art. The creation i 
i of the C.K.T.C. is indicative of the fact that we
I do not want to be culturally absorbed by the 
* United States. One could argue that in order to

Canadiani/.c our art, wc should make it feasible 
tor our artists to remain in Canada.

One way ol doing this is to assure artists that 
they can work within defined structures already 
present in Canadian society. ' me such definite 

| structure is the University. There is no reason 
l,)r the artist to leave the university, or any 

; community ol which he is a part, in order to 
i create. Artists can be given encouragement and 
’ recognition within these frameworks. The pres

ol artists, both in the university and in the 
[ community, can do nothing but enrich the life 
; ; of our nation.
|! A nation-wide arts festival would be
II towards having art taken seriously 
1 puses, it would make possible a general esti- —, . 
i mation of the quality and quantity of creative

work being done. As well, the artists involved 
q wou|d have access to that which student artists 
'i nCL'd. hut rarely, il cver.oblain: a large audience.
- Al the same time, the artists would receive a 

judicious evaluation ol his work by respected 
artists and critics in his field.

The University of Toronto. York University.
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ively on the pop/rock and folk music - the 
sounds of today. Last year entries were received 
from students at 150 different schools.

Winners in the Canadian Championships 
compete for the North American College Music 
Championship titles against the winners from 
the United States event. Last summer’s event 
drew over 45.000 cheering for more, spectators 
at Man and His World in Montreal while an
other two and a half million viewers watched 
the show on the coast to coast CBC network 
telecast. Currently, Canada is enjoying the 
winners in the folk category. Les Goélands, 

' from the Université Laval. Quebec City.
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GiftsThis event caused much excitement in the 
1970 season and it is expected to be even bigger 
and more exciting in 1971.
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as wt 
the ilo enter and tor additional information, 

write: North American College Music Champion
ships. P.0. Box 362. Toronto 7, Ontario. o\

shUS>^U This week posters will be sent to more than 
200 post-secondary schools throughout Can
ada. The O’Keefe sponsored pop and folk 
music competition is an opportunity for col
lege students to display their talent in com
position and arrangement, as well as their vocal 
and instrumental talent.

This year Canadians will enjoy four regional 
competitions in Quebec. Ontario, a Western 
Province, and an Eastern Province in the Spring 
ot next year. Now. more people will be able to 
enjoy the live talent that the youth of Canada 
offers. The championships concentrate exclus
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A PERSONAL GRUDGEion tor-
Another millennium came and went; and 

they did not call me.
/ would have at least smiled and waved 

my hands, and blown my whistle 
Perhaps I might even have hopped upon 

the wagon and swelled the crowd.
But they did not call me.

311-

ita-
in-

THE STORM

ind
Alone in this cold white room 
I sense your flowing presence 
your burning warmth 
enfolds my body 
captures my mind.

ion iind
A

ith
FIRST POEM - AFTER THE REVOLUTIONThey sang forth love and brotherhood 

and offered hands of welcome 
To the faceless and disinherited in the 

quagmire of uncertainty 
There was godliness in their bountless love.

To have been fed on deceit, cradled by
the visionless poverty of comfortable minds 

And built-in souls, of shameless greed, 
and selective utopia;

And to have still emerged from the 
production live

Bright-eyed and discerning words from 
actions, motives from ideals 

Speaks well of the resilence of youth 
and the innocence of humanity 
But they did not call me.

jer-
age

We are the wandering men 
Who dress our passions in coloured cloaks 
That hide our raging souls 
That swim beneath our gaunted, haunting faces.
We are the wandering men 
Who have scorched your ground 

And burnt the cracking tovsers 
You built to fondle the ethereal sky.

Masters of your own illusions!
The sky, "you spoke in blind rejoice 

"Is a pure white cup of honeyed bliss 
Man, in strength, must have his iron towers 
Up the philosophic cup of deep rich splendor 
And down will pour the drippings of the grapes of God- 
Mellow wines to bathe us all in happiness "
Oeators of your own delusions!
Who saw the skies as white- 
Who with your engines ’ huffing groans 
That built your sacred temples to attain delight,
You painted all in smoke and sour grime 
And the sky you thought you saw as white 
You turned into a poisoned, blackened slime

We are the wandering men 
You caste aside as empty bottles 
Thrown in the juried drunkard’s craze.
We are the wandering men, naked now,
Our haunting fired frees soothed by the mists 
Of smoke hat mingle with the floating ash of ruined towers Black churning heavens

alive with chaotic tremblings 
Draw me into their being 
and I am one with this universe.

Piercing longings 
flash white fire 
through the empty caverns 
of my being.

Xi
set-
be-
ger
tni- i
ties / am alive in my illusions.

Below me a tormented sea 
Thrashes rigid rocks 
with green-black waters,
Mystic darknesses enshroud my sight 
Through the throbbing distances 
your meaning is obscure 
as my own,
My reality 
threatened
by strangling misconceptions I cannot undo.

In an opiate mist
I wander through my inner world
feel my Self
spiralling downward
into your anguished madness
your frenzied search for meanings.

I cannot resist
but surrender to your body’s vibrant giving 
Though an illusion - still real.

be
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I waited at the crossroads, hunched 
to the wind,

But the parade passed me by.
Their music resounded, strong and shimmering 
But to me, feeling its slight as cold 

steel upon the flesh 
The rhythm had left though the 

beat-remained K \ '

I sensed the ogres of my sties and 
astrologers,

They have answered lies with facility 
hate with hate, conformity with comformit 

I saw the moth spiralling to its doom, 
a final incandescence showered visions 

Of faded tapestries, afternoon teas, 
flamboyant anarchists;

Crinolines, flowing dresses, and bile 
and pity welled within me.

Vie music faded; it had come and 
they did not call me.
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iREFLECTIONS
"JUST ANOTHER ONE OF THOSE"

!t ,
Gifts of innocence, laden with the morning mist 
the lilac she fondles, a lily stem she twists 
as we walk beside the river her locks long-live 
the visit of a breeze..

over her shoulder the river only 
still and quiet 
like the lips of her Smile.

She talked of her childhood.and how it has gone 
age was a number, birthdays were fun 
a woman on the^stairs across the street 
resting on her mop in stocking feet, simply staring., 

but she carries on
with the whisper of her shoes as they pass over the lawn 
talking of her childhood and how it has gone.

n the 
rigger •:

iShe was dying half naked on the beach
But conscious enough to feel the surrounding peak
Of curiosity.

A
ation,
pion- :seems

;
They walked passed and casually glanced at her 
From her head their thoughts were registered in a blur 
"She’s just another one of those. "

Her life was spilling out so fast and cold 
But the sightseers weren V big enough or bold 
Enough, to help her.
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:“She was just another one of those. "

Linda PoirierDuncan A. Harper l
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INTER NOW! Competition Open To Vocalists « Vocal! 
Oroups • Instrumental Groups * Pop • Rock . Folk. Entr
Close February 15,1971.

Leading to the North American College Music Cham
pionships at Man and His World in Montreal, four regional 
competitions will be held throughout Canada between 
February and April.

These winners, in all categories, will compete for the 
Canadian College Music Championships in Montreal and
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